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Abstract 
Equivalents have been established between the determinacy of games played at various inter- 
vals of the difference hierarchy of co-analytical sets, with embeddings of inner models, by the 
work of Martin. Taken together with a theorem of Harrington, these yield a strictly level-by-level 
description for most levels. 
We complete this analysis by establishing suitable equivalences for the remaining cases. 
Namely, we show that w*a-IIt Determinacy, for a < 01, is equivalent to the existence of a 
generalised “sharp” (or “mouse”) generating embeddings of particular inner models. For a = 
6 + 1, such determinacy follows from (but is strictly weaker than) the existence of S measurable 
cardinals, with an “almost” < wr-Erdiis cardinal above their supremum. The results are prov- 
able uniformly in any parameters arising, and we give proofs of the corresponding “lightface” 
versions. 
1. Introduction 
It has been known for some while that the determinacy of all two person Gale- 
Stewart games (cf. [ 161 or [ 181) having payoff a co-analytic subset of 52, is equivalent 
to the existence, for every real number r, of a non-trivial embedding j: L’ ---f L’ 
(or “‘VY E Rr# exists”). In this paper we shall investigate the last remaining open 
cases concerning the determinacy of games with payoff a set located in the d@iv-ence 
hierarchy based on co-analytic subsets of R. We shall identify R throughout with 
Baire space UP. 
If (B, 1 v d a) is a sequence of co-analytic sets, with B, = 0, then we let the 
difSerence kernel of this sequence be the set A =df {x 1 the least q such that x +! 
B, is odd} (an odd ordinal is of course of the form y+2n+l). A set A is called c+TI: if 
it can be represented as such a difference kernel. These sets are discussed by Hausdorff 
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in [8] (see Ch. 17). For a particular pointclass I of subsets of Iw, we abbreviate the 
determinacy of games with payoff a set in r as r-Determinacy. Martin showed that 
the existence of r# for every real r implies co-analytic determinacy [ 131. He also 
proved that (U J < ulz a-II;)-Determinacy is actually equivalent to “0’ exists” (for the 
appropriate effective co-analytic sets). Further, Martin showed that 3-II!-Determinacy 
would yield the existence of O’, and then Harrington [7] reduced this to IIIf-Det. One 
thus ends up with (U a < Wz c+TI:)-Determinacy being equivalent to I-TI:-Determinacy, 
(in fact uniformly in whatever real parameters are involved in the definition of the co- 
analytic sets), although there is still not known any direct proof of this result that does 
not go through first proving the “large cardinal” property that Y’ exists, for all Y E iw. 
Generalisations of those arguments can be made to find analogous results for most (but 
not all) larger values of CI < 01 assuming the existence of an appropriate number of 
measurable cardinals. (See [12] or especially [16] for a more detailed description of 
results in this and related areas.) The following theorem summarises what happens for 
such values of M. 
Theorem 1. Let a < w1 be as described a-II:-Determinacy is equivalent to: 
(0 < CI < w2) For any real r, r’ exists, (that is, there exists a non-trivial 
elementary embedding j : L’ ---f L’. ) 
(co2 < r < 02.2) For any real r, rt exists, (that is, there is a non-trivial em- 
bedding 
j 1 LW -+ Lfi,‘, where Lp,’ /= “p is a normal measure on some ordinal K”, and 
j]K+l =idrtc+l.) 
(0”~ < cx < 02(y + 1)) For any real r, there exists a “sharp” for a model 
containing r and y measurable cardinals, that is, there is a non trivial embedding 
j 1 LL’ + Lz” with ,ii a y-sequence of normal measures on II, inside Lg@ and 
j t supi < 7 K; = id. 
The natural question arising from this picture is to fill in the gaps that had been left 
open for tl of the form 02y for any countable y > 0. The following was known. 
Theorem 2 (Martin [15]). There exists a measurable cardinal + 02-II:-Det. 
Does a Ramsey cardinal suffice? The answer turns out to be affirmative. In fact less 
than an ol-ErdGs cardinal will do (see Theorem 6). The last theorem of Martin was 
stated for o2 but the same proof is adaptable to show that the existence of c1 measurable 
cardinals yields w2cr-TI!-Det. (In fact on more generalised spaces of the form Xw for 
any X of cardinality smaller than the first measurable cardinal (see [ 16]).) 
It is easy to see that a full measure on a cardinal is more than enough for 02-KIi-Det. 
(as an inspection of the proof in [15] already shows). The strategies for such games 
are codable as reals. In Lt’ we have such determinacy, but [wL” = RK where the latter 
K denotes the core model below a measurable cardinal. Hence such determinacy holds 
in the latter model. It is not hard to see that it will also hold in proper inner models 
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of the full K (given the existence of such an Lp). In the spirit of the above we seek 
some sharp of a model, whose existence is equivalent to this determinacy. Since such 
models are generated by “mice” the question boils down to finding mice equivalent 
to these levels of determinacy. We dub such a mouse “clever”. For example, for w3- 
II!-Determinacy, a class inner model with w many measurable cardinals must be too 
much, whilst sharps must exist for the canonical inner model with any finite number of 
measures in them. Hence it is perhaps not so surprising to think of looking for a weaker 
theory in which a proof of the existence of strategies could go through. An admissible 
model with measurable cardinals in order type w, with wellfounded iterates turns out to 
be exactly right: the “least” such mouse (in the canonical mouse ordering) engendering 
such a structure is then the mouse sought. By Lowenheim-Skolem considerations it 
must be countable. 
To keep it clear which case is being dealt with at any particular moment we say a 
mouse M is an %-mouse if a is the order type of those ordinals which are measurable 
in M. We shall define a technical property of a-mice which we call “cleverness” and 
then show this is the right equivalent sought. 
In general for tl a recursive ordinal, let B C o x o2 be a lightface II; set. If E C co2 
codes a recursive wellorder of length sl, let 1 n j E be the rank of n in this ordering. Let 
B, = {x E oP 1 (n,x) E B, where j n 1 E = q}. Each B, E IIt and if A is the difference 
kernel of the (B, / q d ct) (with B, = 0 again), then A is said to be a-II!. We deal just 
with these lightface classes - the relativisation to boldface classes with real parameters 
being uniform and straightforward. 
To state the Main Theorem we use the following notation: let Z denote an as- 
cending sequence of ordinals. Let <&[q = (L,[c’], E,Z) be the smallest transitive ad- 
missible set containing the function c’. (Hence y > sups’). A jR-formula is one of 
the form 3~x0 < c,,3xi < c,, . . . 3Jcj < ci,Q, where Q is a boolean combination of II, 
and Cl formulae in the language Zfi,c;). An R-formula is then a jR-formula for 
some j < w. 
The Main Theorem 3. Let CI > 0 be recursive. The following are equivalent: 
1. w2c(-IIi Determinacy. 
2. There exists a clever rx-mouse. 
3. P: there is a class C, closed and unbounded beneath every uncountable cardinal, 
so that for any two WCI sequences Z,d from C, 
R-Th(d[Z]) = df rs 0 an R sentence and Se[Z] k a} = R-Th(d[d]). { 1 
The third clause is thus an indiscernibility property for oa sequences, with respect 
to the smallest admissible sets containing them. The cleverness property is officially 
defined at Definitions 1.5 and 1.10, but for Lim(ol) one may prove the following alter- 
native characterisation. 
Theorem 4. For Lim(cc) (2) can be replaced by (2’): “There is an iterable model Q 
with Q k KP + “there exists cc measurable cardinals”.” 
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The structure Q of this theorem, is not a mouse in the modem sense, but is “iterable” 
in the sense of having wellfounded iterated ultrapowers. In fact for Lim(a) (2’) is really 
the motivating property (as indicated above) and we call the a-mouse that generates 
such a model Q, a “clever” a-mouse merely to uniformise, somewhat artificially, the 
nomenclature. Cleverness for successor a is essentially a Ci-Rowbottom property for 
models (Q,F) /= Kp + V = L[F] + “F is a sequence of 01 normal measures”. Here F 
is a predicate sequence, in particular the last measure is not a set in the model. (The 
version (2’) of the last theorem for successor c( is false.) For the successor case we 
can state a sufficient condition purely in terms of traditional large cardinals. 
Theorem 5. Let CI = 6 + 1 be countable. Zf there is a sequence (Ki 1 i < a) of mea- 
surable cardinals, and an almost < WI-Erd6s above them, then co2a-I’$-Determinacy 
holds, for spaces of the form X” with ?? < ICY. 
For the space c.? we can do a little more when c( = 1. 
Theorem 6. Suppose the Weak Chang Conjecture holds at 01. Then &-II:- 
Determinacy holds. 
(For information on the Weak Chang Conjecture at wi (“KC,,“) see [4, p. 2341, or 
Definition 1.14 below.) In fact the following consistency results place this amount of 
determinacy somewhat more precisely. 
Theorem 7. 
Con(ZFC + WCC,, ) + Con(ZFC + w2-IIi - Det) 
+ Con(ZFC + VX G On(X# exists) 
+VB C w1 (B is universally Baire H 3 E R(B E L[r]))) 
+ Con(ZFC + II;Det). 
And none of these implications is reversible. 
Universally, Baire sets are defined in [6]. As a corollary to the main result we can 
apply the ideas of Steel in [20] to talk about the definability of the wellorders of the 
reals in such models. If Ma is the least (in the mouse ordering) clever cc-mouse, we 
may set K’ as the class model obtained by iterating away the bottommost measure of 
Ma through all the ordinals. Then those ideas yield the following. 
Theorem 8. In K”(and in its inner models of “V = K”) there is a &02a-II; wellorder 
of R. 
And Ku is the largest model in which this can be true, in the sense that if K’ is a 
model of “V = K” and satisfies [w n K’ 2 R n Ku. then this will fail. 
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One may also give characterisations of the determinacy of sets in the self-dual classes 
A(w2a)-II: in terms of mice (for a = 1 this is what [12] would call (02 - 1)-n:), but 
this is somewhat more complicated to state. These results should appear elsewhere. 
The set-theoretic notation should be standard. We work in ZFC. Section 1 gives 
the necessary information on mice. We do not go into the specification of mice in 
great detail. If the reader is only interested in the cJ2-II~ Determinacy case then the 
simplified “Cr” K of [22] suffices and contains most of the necessary information (a 
brief sketch of this construction appears at the end of Section 1.3.1): this level of 
determinacy requires only the existence of mice that are immediately collapsed in a 
Cr-way whenever a new measure is added to the mouse’s measure sequence; thus 
the construction, and comparison of, such mice only involves the usual CO ultrapower 
construction. This phenomenon persists higher up: for w2(6 + l)-II! Determinacy one 
requires only the existence of mice where the order type of the measurables of the 
mouse is 6 + 1 and again there is a Cr definable map of the largest measurable onto 
the whole structure. However, the construction and comparison of such mice requires 
the full theory of fine structural ultrapowers. But actually most of the argumentation 
here only requires the use of Cl-cores, and Co-ultrapowers. And we can treat most of 
this comparison process as a bit of a “black box”, to a certain extent. In Section 2 we 
prove the 3+1 direction of the Main Theorem. This does not require any of the mouse 
theory of Section 1 but uses quite a bit of familiar reasoning from Martin’s proof of 
wn-II; determinacy from indiscernibles for L ( cf. [14] or [16], Ch. 5 Section 3). In 
this context of elementary equivalence between admissible sets, this direction is based 
heavily on ideas of Martin who (for c1 = 1) argued that 1 implied a weaker version 
of 3 where only Ci and II, formulae were allowed; and who also argued in the other 
direction that some strong version of the 3 here implied 1 (it is not clear whether this 
was really, or only apparently, a strictly stronger version). The author would like to 
take this opportunity to express his warm thanks to Martin for explaining these ideas 
to him, for making many suggestions, and for his forbearance in hearing out on too 
many occasions some of the arguments here; and to the referee for making suggestions 
to clarify the presentation. 
In Section 3 a forcing argument is used to show that the iteration points of the 
least clever a-mouse yield a class C satisfying T’. To motivate the forcing: consider 
M = (M, Fn)n < w an inner model of ZFC + “Fn is a normal measure on rc,“. Let 
n: (M,F,) -+ (%,F,) be th e iteration defined by iterating first FO o many times 
sending JCO to Ilo, with iteration points Co; then FI o many times to Ei with iteration 
points C’, and so on for each n < w. Let the complete sequence of iteration points 
be c =df (C” 1 n < co). Let Pfn be the usual Prikry forcing (defined below in Section 
3) over fi. Then, as is well known, an M-generic filter Gc” for Pen is constructible 
from C”. It is also an exercise to check that Prikry forcing has the property that if GDk 
and Go, are any P, and, respectively, PR, M-generics, then GDk x GDf is M-generic 
for the product forcing [Foek x P,-,. For what product forcing, if any, then, is the whole 
sequence C M-generic? (Not finite support, as that collapses 01; nor the full product 
of the PcR, since, for example, if E =df (c: ( n < co) with c{ = min C”, then c” $! G.) 
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Much of Sections 2 and 3 uses known modes of argument. However, we need to 
apply these arguments in models of a restricted set theory, and much of what we do 
is justifying these arguments by checking them through in this context: it is all in the 
details. 
Section 4 provides clever a-mice from 02c(-IIl determinacy. We assume there are 
no such mice, define an w2c(-IIi game, and show that neither player has a winning 
strategy. The type of game considered involve the players constructing o-models of 
certain theories, and using a technique going back to games of Martin and Solovay, 
to ensure that the suprema of the ranks of o-blocks of wellorders agree, and such 
suprema are used to “check-up” on the truth or falsity of sentences in the theory. The 
latter is roughly “Y = K ” plus assertions that certain of these suprema are regular or 
singular in the core models of their respective models. Were the Covering Lemma to 
fail over true K, we should easily have the existence of such models containing true 
mice; hence if we have any strategy for player I, then II is seen to have the ability 
to choose ordinals so as never to actually lose; and vice versa if II has a purportedly 
winning strategy, then we may regard a counter-play by I as choosing ordinals in a 
way to force I1 to continuously play false mice, but in such a fashion as would imply 
the existence of clever a-mice. 
The arguments establishing Theorems 5-7 appear in Section 1.3.3. 
1. Some Mauslehre 
1.1. Basic facts 
We expect some familiarity with the notions of mouse and core model. The refer- 
ences here are [ 171 and [lo]. We need the basic concepts of mouse mostly rather than 
the details of the construction of the core models. 
We briefly summarise some of this though to fix some notation. A premouse is fully 
amenable, acceptable J-model of the form A4 = (J,?‘,E”,FM) with EM = {(X, v) / 
v < y A X E Ef } such that any initial segment M ( p =df (JFw, EM, Ef) is sound. 
If Ef # 0 there is a K < p with Ey an M ( /&normal measure on P’(K)~ 1 B. If 
rc : A4 1 /3 +E,$ Ult(M ( /I, Ep) = N then EN I/? = EM r p, and further B = (K+)~. 
(We have full amenability of our structures and are thus attaching our measures at the 
K+ of the relevant ultrapower - this conforms more to the notation of [lo] than [17], 
but this is unimportant.) If Ef = FM # 0 we call M active, otherwise it is inactive. 
An iteration of a premouse M is determined by giving a sequence of indices 
(vI 1 i + 1 < 0) where at stage i the measure E, Mz is used to form a fine-structural ultra 
power Mi+l =df Ult(Mi ) Xi, Ez) which should be wellfounded. We use the notation 
rti,i+i : Mi 1 ai 2 M Mi+l to indicate this stage of the iteration. (The star indicat- 6,’ 
ing that a fine structural ultrapower has been used.) Ei may be less than On fl Mi, 
but if so it will always be the maximal K so that Ey fully measures P’(K~)~~ 1 a,. 
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Thus if bi c On n Mi we have a “truncation stage”. At limit stages 2 MA = 
Limi<j<n ((kfi), (nv)i $ j ( A). An iteration is simpZe if no truncations are taken at any 
stage. An iteration of a premouse is degenerate if infinitely many truncation stages oc- 
cur. A mouse is an iterable premouse, that is every iteration as above can be continued, 
i.e., for Lim(B) then Limi <j < u((n/iii), (nij)i <j < 0) is wellfounded, and for 8 = k + 1, 
if EF # 0 and if 71: Mk ( ak AE, N, then N is wellfounded. 
Fact 1.1 (Koepke). Zf M is a mouse, then it cannot have a degenerate iteration. 
We use the comparison process between (pre)mice M, N as follows (cf. [ 17, Section 
71). 
Definition 1.1. The coiteration of two mice (MN) is the pair of iterations (M, 
nf)i<j<~(Ni,$)i,J c G 0 with common indices (Vi 1 i + 1 < B), where 
v, Y ,uv so that EF # E? 
if such a v exists. Otherwise we halt. 
The coiteration of two mice exists, with the result that for some 0 A40 is an initial 
segment (not necessarily proper) of the No hierarchy (or vice versa). In Section 4 
we shall need to coiterate premice possibly without wellfounded iterates. So in fact 
we do allow the possibility of illfounded ultrapowers occurring in coiterations. But 
the comparison process still works to compare the wellfounded parts (“WFP”) of the 
premice arising. Thus we allow the models in the coiteration to be illfounded, but the 
indices v must come from the wellfounded parts of both models. The stage 8 at which 
VI) becomes undefined results in models so that either WFP(Mo) is an initial segment 
of WFP(Nr,) (or vice versa). 
The mouse ordering < * on mice is defined by: M < + N w M, N have a common 
iterate $2, which is a simple iterate of M, but a non-simple iterate of N. It is a 
consequence of the Dodd-Jensen Lemma ([ 17, Lemma 5.31) and the comparison lemma 
that yields: 
Fact 1.2. (i) The coiteration of mice (M,N) cannot be non-simple on both sides. 
(ii) d * is a wellordering on mice. 
But the extension of these facts to premice is in general false. 
We need to examine the relationship between mice and the inner models they gen- 
erate. Unfortunately, we must to a certain extent also look at some structures in the 
“old-style” mouse hierarchies corresponding to new style mice. These old-style hier- 
archies are more convenient for the forcing arguments of Section 3. To avoid confu- 
sion, we shall use the term “mouse-structure” or just “structure” when examining the 
old-style hierarchy. Clearly there should be a (l-l) correspondence between old-style 
mouse-structures that generate inner models (the “critical” mouse-structures) and the 
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new-style mice - although the very different construction of the hierarchies obscures 
this somewhat. This correspondence is given in Corollary 5.3. 
Definition 1.2. Suppose A4 is a mouse and c1 = ot{z 1 M + “7 is a measurable card- 
inal”} then we call A4 an c+mouse. 
We note that an active mouse has the final measure FM a predicate over the mouse, 
but is not a set of the mouse. For Lim(cr) we have all the measures as sets of the mouse 
(by acceptability), although the sequence of measurables may be cofinal in On n M. 
There are thus two cases to analyse: for A4 an cc-mouse, with c1 a successor, or a limit. 
1.2. A4 an cl-mouse for Lim(a) 
We consider A4 = (JF”,E”,O), wh ere there is an ascending sequence of indices 
(v, 1 i < LX) with A4 b “‘E,,> is a full measure on I, A (i < j + Ai < Aj)“. Then by 
acceptability P(Ai)M = P(Ai)M 1 ‘I E M for i < CI A vi = (AT)“. 
The old-style hierarchy of constructing with the usual relative constructibility hier- 
archy from a sequence of filters F = (Fi 1 i < a) with each Fi = Ef yields a model 
of the form (Ji, E,@), where the sets appear in a completely different order. Further it 
may be the case that the Fi continue to be measures at a greater ordinal height /I > r. 
It may even seem unclear a priori that we get all the subsets of iii from M constructed 
inside such a structure. We should also want that from an old style structure such as 
that above, a mouse can be constructed, at least for certain kinds of such structures. 
Let A4,E”yFi, etc. be as above. 
Definition 1.3. oM = the maximal 8 so that Jf k b’i < a(F, is a normal measure 
on Ai). 
Definition 1.4. Q” = (J&,F). 
@ should be the old style mouse-structure corresponding to M. For any transitive 
setdandanyy < Onn&‘,wesetHYd={.xEzZ) 3f3P < yf:/?-+TC({x}), 
f onto}. We should like to have Hr = HAY E @’ and so on. The following two 
propositions seek to outline that correspondence. (The proofs of these involve both the 
theory of the construction of the modern K and some generalisations of results about 
the fine-structure of the old-style hierarchies. The latter can be found in, e.g., [3]. The 
methods of proof are not used in any way in the rest of the paper, and the reader for 
whom such a correspondence is credible may well wish to skip them. We make no 
attempt to define all the terms involved.) 
Proposition 1.1. @ k “Vi < U.P(/Ii) exists”. 
Proof (sketch). Recall that such models Q = p are only “weakly” acceptable ([4, 
Definition 3.1]), so this is not vacuous. Suppose the proposition fails for some fixed, 
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least, i < CI. Then cofinally in 8~ new subsets of Ai appear. Suppose X&1,,,,, X E 
J&+~\Q, with neither X E F,,, nor x E F,,, for some m < CI. 
Case 1: 0~ = 8’+ 1. As 9(1,) does not exist in Q, some Y E P(li)nQ\J$. Hence 
pi? d ;li for some n, and J$ is a fine-structural n-iterate of its n-core, which may be 
coded as a subset of ;li in M. We may (fine-structurally) iterate its measures Fk (for 
k > i) to any sequence of M-cardinals li < ii+, < . . . < A,,, < &,+I < . . . < 
jk < &nfl for i < k < CI, with (j k m < k < u) E M, where we have assumed 1 
without loss of generality that i < m. Let the iteration points of the kth measure here 
be (cl 1 T < &) (k > m) and (ct 1 z < &) (k 6 m). Let the resulting structure be 
Jf with Gk at &(or &). Let 6k > Gk be the final segment filter generated by (cf 1 t < 
&)(k > m) (respectively (ct 1 T < &)(k 6 m)). Then 2 is the continuation of the 
measures (? (in the sense of [4, Ch. 111, where this is argued for a single measure). And 
.Y(i.;)“JF+, = p(i+)nDef(Jf) (see op. cit. where this is argued for a single measure.) 
But then Q is in turn an iterate above Am of Jf+, where the latter is in M. By the same 
continuability argument p(&) n J[+, = P(&) n Def(Q) = 9(;1,) fl Def Jp$, GM. 
So X E M n 9’(;lm) and is measured by F, after all - a contradiction. 
Case 2: 0~ a limit. Then for some limit i < c(, for cofinally many 8’ in OM, new _ 
subsets of 3bi appear and, cofinally often, p,!,;” < Ai. If so, then Q = @ is essentially 
a union of mouse-structures all of whose old “core-structures” are coded as subsets of 
Ri, but are iterated for joint comparison to ibi+l < . . . < & < . . for i < k < c(. 
But M is acceptable, i.e. Hr+ E M, and so such a comparison could again be effected 
inside M using any sequence of ;ib ordered as above for m < k < c( (assuming 
without loss of generality again that m 2 i). Let Jf be the resulting structure. But 
_ 
p is then merely an iterate of Jf above A,,,. And so X is definable over the latter 
structure, which is in M, and hence X E M after all, and so is measured by F, - 
again a contradiction. 0 
Remark. It is straightforward, if slightly messy in the details, to show that as M has 
wellfounded Co-ultrapowers, so does p. 
Proposition 1.2. Let M, Q = p = J& be as above. Then HT = Hf for any i < a. 
Proof. Set H,, = Hf for n < tl. It suffices to show H,, > Hr = 1 M I A,, I . Each H,, E 
Q by Proposition 1.1 and H,, /= ZFC. So let K” =df (K)Hn. Thinking of K” as a union 
of strong mice of H,,, and noting that H,, k ‘N is strong” + H,,, k “N is strong” for 
any m > n (since any counterexample to strength if it existed could be found in (H,lHjl, 
where H,, + “y = z+“), we may set Np = U, K” = (Jf, E, s), where i = sup, < a Ai. 
Then Ne thinks it is a model of V = K. 
(1) Ne + “in is measurable with normal measure F,” for n < c(. In H,+I we have 
that (H;;:,F,) is amenable and iterable. Knfl = (K)Hn+l and if x = (nz)K”” the usual 
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arguments about the construction of K with a short sequence of measures show that 
(a) I= (iz)K+I (b) (KT+‘,F,) 1s a “beaver” structure, i.e., F, = ErnA’. 
(2) H, > IM 1 in 1. (ny ’ = (n,fp+~ (by (a) in (I)), and by (b) the measure 
EF’+’ E K”+’ on .Y(&) is just the measure F,, of M. Just compare A4 and Ne: it is 
easy to see the iteration must be simple, indeed trivial, on both sides. So M = NQ! 0 
Corollary 1.3. Let M, Q’ = QM be us above. Let Q H Ne be as given by the proof 
of Proposition 1.2. Then we have Net = h4 and then, Q(“Q’) = Q’. 
The corollary gives the sought for correspondence. We only use this to the extent 
that the a-mouse that yields the desired determinacy gives rise to a certain @ with 
certain properties. We further note that the argument of Proposition 1.2 could also 
be used to show that if we took Q’ = J,” as any initial segment of Q”, satisfying 
“Vn < CI HA, exists A F, I-I Q’ a normal measure on An”, then constructing NQ~ = 
(Kj,)Q’ we have that the latter is a premouse, which will again have wellfounded CO- 
ultrapowers. Suppose we now take any amenable structure Q = (J/,3) b “Vn < 
a F,, is a normal measure on 2, A Y(i,) exists”. Let v = sup, < c( A,,. As usual let 
P; =dr PP(CI(Q) n y’(w) $ I Q I 1. 
Lemma 1.4. Q /= Kp =+- ph 2 v. 
Remark. By Q + KP we mean that it models the KP axioms in a language 91ip1, 
so augmented by predicate symbols for the F. 
Proof. Suppose ph 6 II,. That is, suppose for some Ci rp , p E [v] <O, cp(vo, p) cp(vo, p) 
defines a new Cl(Q) subset X = { 5 < & I Q k (~(4, p)} of il,. Let X’ = {r < 
I+, IJr I== cp(r, P>> of 1,. Then U r<OXT =X. Let T =df {Z/J? #A”“}. Then T is 
cofinal in 8. Let f(c) be the jth element of T. But the order type of T must be less 
than 9’(1,)‘, and then f‘ is a Cl function, cofinal in 9, with domain an ordinal of Q! 
This contradicts KP. 0 
Continue to let Q be as in the last lemma and suppose it is a Kp model. Now 
consider the one step Co-ultrapower of Q using functions in Q and, e.g., the measure 
FO on lGo. Let 7~: Q ---+F~ Q’ be the resulting CO, cofinal, and hence Ci preserving map. 
We suppose that Q’ is wellfounded and so we identify it with its transitive collapse. 
Lemma 1.5. n is &-preserving. 
Proof. Suppose Q’ + 3zVt rp(z, t, n(x)) for cp E &,x E Q. Let f E Q witness this, 
i.e., let Q’ I= ~~cp([fl~,,t,@)). Let X = {(IQ k ~tdf(5),t,x)}G~0. Ilen X E 
IIf(f,x) and by Lemma 1.4 X E Q. If X # 0 we are done, so we show X E Fo. If not, 
x E Fo, i.e., {l I Q + 3tT(p(f(5), t,x)} E FoflQ. As Q k Kp find 5 ++ t(5) E Q so that 
15 I Q + -(~(f(t), t(O,x)) E FO n Q. But then Q’ k -cpKfl, [tl, 4~)) contradicting 
the definition of f. 0 
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Lemma 1.6. (a) sup{rt(R,) 1 n < oz} = sup{& 1 n < ct}. 
(b) On n Q’ = On n Q. 
(c) Q’ + Kp A & 2 v. 
Proof. (a) As each of the An’s are regular in Q, then for 12 > O,rc(&) = I,. (b) rt is 
cofinal: but for all r < 8 we may take the following ultrapower inside the admissible 
set Q: CT, : J,“t 4 Ult(Jf,FO) and then U, is in Q. So Q = lJ, < o sup ran or. So 
On n Q’ = 0. (c) Now if Q’ + ‘d<3[ < v3r’ 2 5~([,4’, [f]), where cp E Cl, [f] E 
Ult(Q,Fe), then Q + ‘~‘(31 < ~35 2 [%lt(Ult(J~,Fo) k cp(i,~?,[f])>” But the 
C,(Q) formula in quotes defines a map of v cofinally into 8. By Q’s admissibil- 
ity this map cannot be total, and hence neither can it be over Q’. That pb, 2 v is 
Lemma 1.4. 0 
We see that in particular if A4 is the <*-least a-mouse with Q = p k KP, then 
pb = v is the largest cardinal in Q. Further the Cz-preservation property above yields: 
Lemma 1.7. Let Q + KP; let npz: Q ---f Q be an iterated ultrapower map of the 
structure Q (taking the usual ultrapowers). Then if (cj /j < 7,) for i < c( are the 
iteration points of the measures Fi (and their images) then {cj 1 j < Ti,i < E} are 
12 indiscernibles for (3, ran rc& 
Definition 1.5. Let Lim(a). Let M be an a-mouse. Then M is clever if p k KP. 
Let M have Fi on ii for i < C( as the full measures in the structure. As 9’(&)M = 
P(&)Q if we iterate the structure Q in the natural way, the same set of iteration points 
of the ith measure will occur. So we define: 
Definition 1.6. (i) CL =df the class of iteration points of A4 using the ith measure F, 
repeatedly. (ii) CM = ni < a CL. 
Hence using M or Q we should arrive at the same class here. 
1.3. A4 an a-mouse for U = 6 + 1 
Then typically we may consider (J,“” ,E”, FM) with FM = Ey # 0. If u = 1 this 
naturally means that with FM # 0, then all Ey for v < z are only partial measures on 
their critical points. For co’-III’,-Det one actually only needs to consider such active A4 
with pa < z, i.e. such structures as are immediately collapsed, in a Ci way. However 
we do not assume that at this point. We set KM equal to the critical point of FM. 
If a = 6 + 1 we again use the notation (Ai), G 6 to enumerate in ascending order, the 
measurable cardinals of M, with full normal measures (Fi). (Hence Fj = Ef, where 
vi = (2F)M for i < 6 and Fa = FM). We may simply iterate this M using the top 
measure FM and its images, and we set IU~ = (JFMr, EM1,FW) to be the rth such 
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iterate (which must be wellfounded). Set rcsr: MO -+ MT to be the iteration map where 
A40 = M. Let ic, = crit(F”r). 
Definition 1.7. KM = UTEonH$ 
It is well known then that KM /= ZFC + V = K. The order type of the measures in 
such a KM is then 6. 
Then there is I&J extending nrrj with I& : KM +z, KM in the usual way. Just as 
forLandO#wehavez =C zt+KE<Kc,+KM. 
Fact 1.3. Let xM~ : M + I@ be an iterated ultrapower map of the structure M 
(taking the usual ultrapowers). Then if (ci ) j < Zi) for i < c( are the iteration 
points of the measures Fi (and their images) then {ci. 1 j < zi, i < u} are Cl 
indiscernibles for (fi, ran 7~~;). 
1.3.1. Relations between the new and old K: Q-structures 
The Dodd-Jensen core model KDJ, as defined in [3] is the class which is the union 
of all mouse-structures, as they defined them. Again our KM (although not defined in 
this way) will be a union of mouse-structures, i.e. mouse-structures over the bottom 
part of the predicate with the full measures in it. In KM, if K is a cardinal greater than 
the sup , < 6 Ai define the Jf hierarchy using the Fi for i < 6 as defined above, but 
now take the top filter F6 = FK, the latter the cub filter on K. We may compare all 
old style mouse-structures in H,$’ of the form & = @“‘*,F 1 6, a) by iterating the 
top measure +Y K many times, to comparison in the (JFr6,F”,F 1 6, FK)-hierarchy. The 
union of all these iterates is the “Q-structure at K”. 
Definition 1.8. Let M, KM, IC,$:, with Fa = FK be as above. Then g =df J$, where 
@” = largest 0 so that, in KM Jf k “Fs is the cub filter, and is a normal measure on 
ic.” 
If also k: = crit(F”) (i.e. K = KM), FM extends this cub filter (F”)@. In other 
words, FK n Q = (Fh)Q c FM, where Q = @. Note that as Q E KM, if rt : A4 -+ A4, 
is an iteration of A4 with top measure at rcr, then z(Q) = e. And so this is true at 
all iterates of M. 
Proposition 1.8. (i) Hfw = HP = 1 A4 1 ii / for i < 6. (ii) H,p” = H,” 
For (ii) this is just the argument for the former Dodd-Jensen K that H,” is the union 
of all “mouse-structures”. So the same holds for KF = H,$$ = H,“. (i) is proven by 
an argument similar to Proposition 1.2. The point is that the Q-structure at K in KM 
constructs from the cub hierarchy over the predicate F 1 6 all of Ht”, and having 
constructed all such sets, is no longer a normal measure in J[_+-+i. We list some facts 
about these Q-structures most of which are straightforward generalisations of the KDJ 
below a single measure. 
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Fact 1.4. Suppose that M, N are 6 + 1 mice, and that Hs = Hs for i < S (so that 
they agree up through all their measurable cardinals, barring the top one)44. 
(i) M <* N % 3u a KN-cardinal with e < 0: u for all sufficiently large 
KN-cardinals IC e < (3:. 
(ii) If K is a KN-cardinal, and H,” is closed under the # function, then Qf = 
U MeH;@. 
Fact 1.5. (i) IfK”,Q = ~,K,F,& are as above, then there is a C$ parameter free 
map of a subset of K onto ] Q 1. In fact hQ“(w x [JC]‘~) = 1 Q 1, where hQ is the 
canonical zl-skolem function for Q. 
(ii) cfK”(&) = K. 
(iii) pE& = K. 
Fact 1.6. 8, = ~~~ for some y > 0 @ HP is closed under the # function. 
Fact 1.7. Let KM, K, Q = Q:” be as above. Suppose Q + KP. Then for any N E H,$, 
OnnN, < @. 
The supposition in the last fact is actually necessary (as an illustration, if N E HE,“’ 
is the countable OM mouse with ph = w, (and so Lo’ = KN), On n N,, = (o~:)~ 
d 
whereas e!, = ol.2). 
Definition 1.9. CM is defined just as for Lim(oc), cf. Definition 1.6. 
N.B. The iteration points of the top measure of this QM definitely do not yield the 
same class. 
&-K. 
If we assume 6 = 0, and all mice are “C 1” (i.e. if A4 is an active l-mouse, then 
ph < KM)), then the core model below a measurable cardinal assumes a particularly 
simply form [22]. For the reader only interested in the proof of 02-IIi Determinacy we 
include, in the interest of making a slightly more self-contained account, an inductive 
definition of the core model K, as follows. 
For the rest of this subsection, let “active” mouse mean an “active l-mouse”, etc. 
Recall that every mouse M has a unique core, core(M), so that A4 is an iterated ultra 
power of core(M). A4 is a core mouse if M = core(M). A core mouse is essentially 
not an iterate of any other mouse. For the Cl-K, the coiteration of two mice (MN) 
is particularly simple: only one mouse moves ([22, Lemma 1.101). Hence if the result 
of the coiteration is a pair (&,Ne), then either MS = M or NO = N. Consequently, 
we may define M 6, N if Me = M in such a comparison. 
Definition 1.10. If M is a mouse, then M is strong if for any core mouse N, 
M<.N+M=NI(OnnM). 
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Definition 1.11. (C, -K) K = (K, E, EK) where ET is defined as follows: Et = Ef+, = 
0; for any v set EK [ v = { (X,p) / p < v AX E EF}; then for km(A), assuming E,” 
defined for v < A, and writing E for EK / A, set: 
Ef z: 
F, where F is any filter such that (J,f,E,F) is a strong mouse, 
8 if there is no such F. 
Set EK = UrEK r 3,. For all a:K \c( = (JfK,EK ~cx,E~); Ku = (Jf,EK Ia) 
One may argue that if there is a candidate for such an F, then it is unique, hence 
K is properly defined. 
1.3.2. Cleverness 
The crucial property of a clever mouse A4 is that its corresponding Q-structure has 
the following Rowbottom property. We shall use this as the definition of cleverness. 
Definition 1.12. Let cp(v~,vl) E Ct n _Yfi _ d). Let M = (Jf”,E”,FM) be an active 
(6+ I)-mouse at K, FK the cub filter at K. Let @ = (J,“,F) b “Fi is a normal measure 
at Ai” with Ff = F” n @“. We call M clever if for any such cp, any p E [K]<~ 
Hence for any X C K, Ct -definable over Q M, if X E FM then X 2X’ for some X’ E 
QM n F”. 
Lemma 1.9. If A4 is clever, then QM b Kp. 
Proof. Suppose not. Let f : K + (3 be @({p}) and be a total, cofinal, and monotone 
map where K = rcM,M,8 = On fl Q. (Note that in KM, cf(@ = K,& = K, by Fact 1.5, 
and so Cf-cf(0) 2 K.) But then Z = { 5 < K ) Q b 5 E dom f} E FM. Hence by 
cleverness, there is r < 832’ E FM n Q, with Vt E Z/J! /= “5 E dom f”. This is 
absurd since ranf is cofinal in 0 > r! Cl 
There are various reflection properties that follow from cleverness. For example, one 
may show that if A4 is clever, then Q”’ is itself first-order reflecting for sentences of 
Yli d). The following gives a precise characterisation. 
Definition 1.13. Let M = (J,“” , EM, FM) be an active mouse at K = KM. M is inwardly 
reflecting if for any p E Hy, for any 40 E Ct n _!Zlepj, there is N E H,” so that for 
any K’ E [CM]‘(where FV((p) C{VO,. . ,z+_~}), and for K, any limit point of CM, with 
max Ic’ < K, 
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Lemma 1.10. M is clever w M is inwardly rejecting. 
Proof. (+). Pick p, cp, z as in the definition of inwardly reflecting. Let rc,,,,,~ : M -+ 
@ be the simple iteration using the top measure, of M to I%? =dr M,. Set KO = 
JC and set Q =,jf @. mote that ?r,+,~ (@) = Q.] Then CM n K, are unbounded 
Ei-indiscernibles for (fi,E’,#, (ranrc Mu)), and so in fact are fully elementary for 
(Q,F’ n 0, (05 < KO). So for any p E [JCO]<~, any 2,2 E [CM n K,]’ we have Q k 
cp(2, P> ++ ~$2’~ P>. So suppose that 0 k ~(2, p). Let Z = {(to,.. .,&-I) IO F 
cp(t, p)}. Then II E Z, so by indiscernibility Z E (F”)r. By cleverness then there 
is X E Fni n 0, with [Xlr C Z. By admissibility of Q find B = ax < On n 0, 
with Jr k cp( t, p) for all 5 E [Xlr. As (Ki)i < T generates F’, we have that 39 < 
K,(CM n IC~)\~ CX. As Q + KP clearly (Fact 1.6) H,$ is closed under the # func- 
tion. So find some least N E Hg (by Fact 1.4(ii)) with o < On n Qz. As cp E Ci, 
we shall have QK + cp(lc’, p) for any II E [C,\q’]‘, since CM\IJ’ 2 C, for some 
ye’ 2 q, q’ < JC,. Since the least such N is Cl-definable in &l from Q = nM~(Q) and 
p, by pulling back along the Cr preserving map rtn,a, we shall have in fact N E HF; 
as CM C CN the result follows. 
(+). We show that h;r = M,, is clever and this will suffice. Let Q = Qf,. Let 
(P(VO,VI) E yfijl and (without loss of generality) take q E [KO]<~ to be chosen so 
that X = (5 < K, 10 k cp(<, q)} is in F’. As {JC,,}~ 2 0 generates Fd, 3m Vn 2 m K, 
E X. Hence Q b v(K,,,q) for all sufficiently large n. As M is inwardly reflecting, 
pick N E H,” witnessing this. Hence Qc,, k (P(K,,,~) for all sufficiently large n. As 
CM C C,V, and QE,, is a proper initial segment of Q by Fact 1.4(i), Z = {< < q,, 1 
Q;, k &Lq)) E FB. 0 
We can view this as saying that once we have clever mice we can no longer find an 
ordinal p, so that our model KM can be characterised by the set of GGdel numbers of Ci 
formulae, with parameters from p, true on indiscemibles in some (or any) sufficiently 
large Q-structure. 
The following is an indication of how weak cleverness really is. 
Lemma 1.11. Let M be an active cr-mouse with p; = KM. Then M is clever. 
Proof. We use the last lemma, and show that M is inwardly reflecting. Let 6 = M,, 
at qu, rca = K = KM. Let cp be as in the definition of inwardly reflecting, p E 
[IciJCO’. Set Q = 8,. Suppose Q 1 cp(i?, p) with r? E [CM n JC,]’ arbitrary. Let 
Y + k with Y = h;;;(max p,@. Let x: N % Y with rc(rc,~) = kw, rc(QN) = Q. 
As ph Q max p < ICO, we have that N < * M and thus N E H,“. Again let Z = 
{ (50,. , &_I) ) 0 b cp(t, p)}. Then Z E $({ p}). Hence Z E Y n FM. Let n(Z) = Z 
and then Z E FN n Zf?‘({ p}). If 5 is the iterate of N by its top measure to rcw, then 
for any g E [CM]~ Qc,, k ~(2, p). But CN > C M. This completes the proof of Lemma 
1.11. 0 
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So the last proposition establishes that the kind of mouse needed to prove determi- 
nacy at this level is < * the first mouse M with ph = KM. 
Remark. If we assume there are no clever a-mice, then this implies that for no mouse 
can we even have two filters with a common critical point above the 6th measure, 
since if Ef,E)! were such with K = crit(Ef) = crit(Ey) and /I < y we cannot have 
pa, B < K, since by soundness considerations this would collapse K over A4 1 B. The 
usual argument shows: 
Lemma 1.12. Let tx = 6+ 1. Let M” be the <,-least clever wnouse. Then 1 = ph,. 
Proof. Let rc : N H X where X = hMx(o x {O}) where @” = Jf. Let x(Q) = Q 
(note Q is C;“‘({0}).) N is a mouse with pi = o, N d + M’. But it is easy to see that 
cleverness carries down to Q and N. Hence N = M’. q 
Let (Q, 3) /= “Fj is a normal measure on Kj”, and let it be transitive and amenable 
with each Fj C ( Q ) Let F”, . . . , F’ be a finite sequence of these measures in Q, with 
F’ on I?. 
Definition 1.14. The product measure F” x . . . x F’ is 
X E F” x . . . x F’ 
* 150 1151 I . ..{Sl I (Co,..., tl) E X} E F’} E I+‘}. .} E F”. 
Then by additivity and normality F” x . . x F’ is generated by Cartesian products of 
the form Xa x . . . xX, with Xi E F’. If all the F’ are sets in $2, then so is this product; 
otherwise it is a @-class as follows. 
Proposition 1.13. Let (Q,@) be as above. Then F” x . . x F’ is ZiQF’. 
Proof. XEF’X.. .xF’@33f[domS = I+ lAf(0) = X/\f(l)~F~AV’rn(0 < m < I + 1 
-+ f(m) = {(50>...,4,-m) I {tr-m+, I (5o,...,Ln+l) E f(m - 1)) E F’-m+‘))l. 0 
We shall use the following. 
Definition 1.15. If ($ 1 r E [Z]“) . IS a sequence of sets of F-measure 1, where Z C 
crit(F), then their diagonal intersection is 2 = A~E,rz,J$ =dr {t 1 VT E [Z f? (1” 5 E 
q. 
For F a normal measure, one may easily show that for 2 E F, and (Xt 1 i’ E [Z]‘) 
as above, the diagonal intersection is in F. 
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Fact 1.8. (Rowbottom’s Theorem). rf X C fli Q JJC~]‘~, X E Q and (Q,#) b KP, 
then there is Xi E F’, such that 
Either Vb ,..., kt < w flidIIXi]h nx = 0 
or 30,. . . , k, < w ni < j[Xi]ki C_X. . 
The reader is invited to check that because X E Q the usual proof of the above can 
be effected in KP, and we then have that it holds in Q. Cleverness implies something 
similar for X E C,(Q). 
Lemma 1.14. Let M be a clever (6 + l)-mouse, and Q = &,JC = crit(F), where 
F = FM. Let F” be the n-fold product measure of F. Suppose Z C[K]” for some 
n < o, and suppose Z E Cp({ p}) n F”. Then 32 E Q rl F([Z]” C Z). 
Proof. By induction on n. For n = 1 this is just the definition of cleverness. 
Let n = m + 1 and suppose the lemma proven for m. Let cp, p be such that Z = 
((5 or...>&) IQ b (~((5 I,...,M,P>). Then ~g,,.,.,~m) = {tnl(51,...,4,J E Z) E 
@cut I,...,&),P). Then F (tl ,..., t,,,) E F, so by cleverness there is T(g ,,..., lrn) 
c %I,. .,5m)) with T& ..,5m) E F n Q. Then let S = {(41,...,5m) 1 Q + 3T E 
Fv”5n E Tv((~,,..., &, t,), p)}. Then S E Cf({ p}) n Fm. By the inductive hypothesis 
3SEQnF[SlmCS.Thenifwedefine f:[S]“+FnQby 
f(s) = w < On n Q (Jr I= 37’~ E F n ~(S)(%, E +P@- (t,), PI}), 
then f‘ E I$({ p}) and by admissibility is total and bounded below 0. But then we 
may form.Z=A- 5,_L~,_ Tz inside Q. This completes Lemma 1.14. 0 
1.3.3. Obtaining consistency results 
We prove: 
Theorem 1.15. Suppose JC is almost < co,-Erd&. Then there is a clever l-mouse 
Proof. Recall that K being almost < or-ErdGs (see [4, p. 2351) implies that for any 
structure 2l = &[A], E,A) where A C rc, and for any A < K there is a homogeneity 
sequence (X6 16 < 01) for 9I+ = (!!I, (& < J,). That is, ot(&) = ~(6 + l), and each 
XJ is a set of indiscemibles for ‘9l+, and for any pair 6, fl < w X6 and Xb have the 
same type in the language appropriate for Iu +. We may also assume for any y that 
Xa\y are indiscernible for (‘%,(& < ?). So let (X6 16 < 01) be such a sequence for 
‘?I = (K,, E EK 1 K). We just observe that there is a certain failure of condensation 
which gets us a clever mouse. Let y” =df minXc. Let Ys + ‘%I be the skolem hull in 
‘?I of y’UX6. Let ? = Y6nK,,, where pa = supX ‘. Then as it is argued in the proof 
of Theorem D of [4], if we set 06 : K6 H Y6 and X6 _ a-‘” - 6 X6, then I? -x I? for 
6 < [ < o, andJ?=dfU6<w, X* is a homogeneity sequence of good indiscemibles 
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for I??. We may then apply the Jensen Indiscernibility Lemma ([3, Lemma 16.101). 
That proof, (or rather its formulation for modern mice) yields for y E 2 a mouse 
IV*’ = (Jf,l? r /l,Fy) where I? = (J:,E) and B = (y+)‘, with MY @ &?. So consider 
M =df M’O. M is our clever mouse. If PL = y” we would be done by Lemma 1.11. 
So suppose pa < y”. We show that A4 is inwardly reflecting. Let p E [r’]‘” be any 
parameter and suppose @, k cp(Z, p) where II E [CM]” (and y” = KM = ~0). But from 
p, we may define in 2I the < .-least mouse M’ at some & so that eO’ /= ~(1, p), 
where 1 E [CM,]~. Hence this M’ E (H,,)‘” for any 6 < WI. Thus M’ <* M, and 
e,’ C e,. CM! 2 CM and so M’ witnesses inward reflection for p, q. 0 
Corollary 1.16. Theorem 5 holds. 
Proof. By relativising the above argument to an almost < wi-Erdiis cardinal above 
a 6 + 1 sequence of measurables, and to relativised r-mice, and then applying the main 
theorem. 0 
Definition 1.16. The Weak Chang Conjecture at 01 (WCC,,) is the following: 
VB C &la < o1 sup{ot(X n On) 1 X + (L,,[B], E, B) AX n o1 = a} = wl. 
We give the proofs of Theorems 6 and 7. 
Proof of Theorem 6. Again appealing to [4] (Theorem D) WCC,, implies that for any 
real r, w2 is almost < (wi )K”-ErdGs in K’. (The latter being the core model relativised 
to the real r.) Hence by Theorem 1.15 for every real Y there is a relativised clever 
y-mouse, and hence w2-II;(r)-Determinacy holds by the relativised Main Theorem. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 7. The last implication is by Martin (Theorem 1) in the indicated 
direction, and by the same theorem it is trivially irreversible. For the middle implica- 
tion, a clever l-mouse generates (the sharp of) an inner model with a (proper class 
of) “admissibly measurable” cardinals, and this is shown in [21] to imply the given 
characterisation of such subsets of wi in such a universe where all sets have sharps. 
Since it generates the sharp of such a model, the implication is irreversible. The first 
implication is the theorem above, and its irreversability follows from the fact that the 
existence of an almost < wl-Erdiis is actually equiconsistent with WCC,, by [4]: if 
I? is the smallest inner model with such a cardinal, then it is easily seen that every 
subset of K has a sharp, and hence that “L(R)# exists” in Z?: hence there is a proper 
inner model of K with the required amount of determinacy holding. 0 
2. r” + o*a-II: determinacy 
For functions f, g whose domains are X, p, respectively, we write f - g for the fimc- 
tion with domain cc+p which is the concatenation of the two function sequences. For f 
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a l-element sequence we allow ourselves to write s - f(0) rather than 
s - (f(0)) when th ere is no danger of confusion. If also ran f ,rang & On we let 
f - g be the function which enumerates in increasing order ran f U rang. If X G On 
then [Xl’ represents the set of strictly increasing a-sequences. [X] < ’ = Ulr < ,[X]fi, 
We reserve the notation 2, d’ to denote sequences whose range is an ascending 
sequence of ordinals (and we sometimes confuse the function d’ with the set run&. 
For 2, d’ two sequences with the same domain, put c’ N d’ iff {z 1 c, # d,} is finite. 
Definition 2.1. For d’ an ascending sequence of ordinals let &‘[a] be the smallest 
transitive admissible set containing the function d’. (We shall consider the function 
symbol (2, 1 c1 < dome!) as part of our language.) 
Hence &[a] is of the form (Le[d], ~,a) for some 0 > sup ran;. The Levy hierarchy 
of C, formulae in 9 is defined as usual. We shall need to expand this somewhat, 
Definition 2.2. An Rs-formula is a formula cr which is a Boolean combination of Ci 
and II1 formulae in the usual sense; a jR-formula of _Y,- is a formula of the form 
3x0 < ci,%i < c,, .. 3tj < C~,G for an Ro cr. An R-formula is a jR-formula for 
some .j < w. 
The reader may define for his or herself the notions of jR-relation, jR-satisfaction, 
and check that the latter is itself jR-definable. (The latter is somewhat loose: for a 
particular bounded quantifier prefix and Ro matrix, satisfaction for such formulae is 
definable by a formula with a similar form.) For T a class of sentences of the language 
,402, we abbreviate the set of sentences of T true in &[d’] as the T-Th(d[a]). 
Definition 2.3. P: “There exists a class C 2 On, closed and unbounded beneath each 
uncountable cardinal, so that for any C-,2 E [Clwa R-Th(d[Zj) = R-Th(d[a])” 
Compare this, in the case of a = 1, with the situation where C comes from iterating 
out the measure in Lp, the smallest inner model with a single measure: take any o- 
sequence from these iteration points, c’ say, then we may in fact construct from c’ the 
L[Z] hierarchy out to a proper class inner model of ZFC (where of course c’ is Prikry 
generic over the inner model L[F], where F is the final segment filter generated by 
2). It is easy to check using properties of Prikry forcing that all such L[a models 
are elementarily equivalent. The principle r’ above is thus the weakening of this 
principle, where we only require R-elementary equivalence of the L[c’]-hierarchies, 
when constructed out as far as the first ?-admissible. 
The indiscernibility in r’ yields some remarkability. 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose P holds with C the relevant class. Suppose Q(Q) is an R- 
formula of the one free variable, and that there is some fixed n < oa so that over 
any model &‘[c’] for c’ E [Cloa @ defines an ordinal y with c,_l < y < c,. Suppose 
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Z,; E [C]Ocl with Z ~a~Z~n=~/r. If&‘[Z] kc&y’) and &[c?] /=@(y’) then 
y’ = y? 
Proof. Let Z = c’ - d’. By our assumptions on these sequences, ei = ci = di for i < n 
and there is a minimal Y < OCI with ei = ci = di for i > r. As there is only a finite 
difference between Z and Z ( or d’) we have that in &[d both sequences c’ and d’ are 
definable as Z is part of our language. Hence the “inner models” &‘[c’], &[d’] are Cl- 
definable (without parameters). But using the fact that satisfaction for the jR-formula 
@ is jR-definable we have then that the following is expressible by an R-formula in 
a[z]: 
d[Z] /= 3y’ < cJy* < d, @(y’)&[‘] A @(y*) &Id1 A y’ $ y* . 1 
We require equality here on the right. Since we have expressed this as an R-sentence, 
it will be true of all Z’, Z’, a’ E [Clw’ having the same order relationships between them 
as Z, Z,,d. By R-indiscernibility of the C we may assume that all the C-,2 are cardinals 
and so limit points of C. Now it is an exercise to use R-indiscernibility to slide around 
the indiscemibles in order to rule out either of the possibilities < or > . 0 
Let A be an o*a-II,’ set of reals as witnessed by (BP 1 b < @*a). We now describe 
the somewhat familiar set up (due to Martin) of the auxiliary game for such a set of 
reals (see e.g. [14], where this is done for w.n-II;). Let x ++! be a function on c.P 
satisfying: 
(i) i:,,, depends only on x t n, 
(ii) +! is a linear ordering of o with greatest element 0, 
(iii) VXV~(*! . IS a wellordering @ x E BP). 
Let (P,n) --t r! be a bijection between w2a x w and w with the properties 
(a) (B is even ++ /3 is even, 
(b) m < n * 8, < 8, 
(c) a < b < o + (:+a < <rfb for i < cm. 
A game is played between two players: 
1 so = (aa, ro) . . . S2m = (a*m, q2m), 
11 Sl = (al, VI) . . ‘SZm+l = (a2m+l,Yl2m+l). 
This defines a game tree T* of positions and an infinite run of play is identified 
with an infinite branch x* E [T*],x* = ((ai, vi) ) i < w). Let x = (ai 1 i < 0). Let 
Fb : o + N,, be given by Ffl(n) = q5j. If Fwi-tb : (w, +F+b) --t (&+I, < ) is a (l- 
1 )-order preserving embedding for all [ b E w then II wins. If not there is a t* 2 x* 
of minimal length that witnesses that this fails for some i, b E o. II then wins if and 
only if the minimal b for which this happens is even. In the parlance of [14], a play 
for II is badly lost if this happens with the minimal such b odd (and this is the only 
way 1Z loses). A badly lost play for I is defined analogously, with an even minimal 
b. The game is closed for player 1. 
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The functions x -++! and (/3,n) -+ l! may be taken as recursive. 
Let us say I p&s well if I plays so as not to be badly lost at any stage, and further 
(i) Fwif2j(n) > F”‘+j’(O)Vj < 2j < o Vi < OCI, 
(ii) Fwi+2j(n) > Oi Vi < ooz, Vj < w, 
(iii> Foi+2j (n) E C Vi < WCI, Vj < 0. 
We note that in &’ =df &[(N, 1 n < cm)] = (&[(H, 1 n < cm], E, (N, 1 n < am)) 
the set of badly lost positions (for either player) is dy( (N, 1 n < cm)) . Since a badly 
lost position for II is a won position for I we define in the usual way the game rank 
of certain even length positions s = (so,. . . ,s~+I) E T’ by recursion. 
U?(S) = 0 if and only ifs is a badly lost position for II. rk(s) = 5 if and only if 5 is 
the least ordinal such that 3~2~[((~a,. . . ,,szn) E T*)n Y,~~+lrk((s~, . . . ,s~~,s~~+I)) < (1. 
As is usual, I has a winning strategy in G* if and only if 3[rk(()) = t (see e.g. 
[l 11). If there is no such 5, then II has a winning strategy. We describe a position 
without a rank as a non-losing position for II. Given s = (SO,. . ,s2,,_1) a non-losing 
position for II, and any ~2~ so that s - (~2~) E T* there is a least (in the canonical 
wellordering for &) SZ,,+I that II can play so that s - (~2~) - (sz~+,) is non-losing for 
II. By always choosing such a least element, this fixes a strategy g* for II (albeit not 
an element of &‘) in the case that I has no winning strategy. The rank function rk is 
defined by a parameterless Cr recursion over d (since the actual parameter (N, 1 n < 
cm) is definable in the language). The predicate ‘$ is a non-losing position for II” is 
then easily seen to be IIy( (N, 1 n < wa)). 
Lemma 2.2. Assume II has a winning strategy 8 in G*. Then II has a winning 
strategy g in G. 
Proof. We integrate by pretending that in addition to the moves azn that I makes in 
G, I also makes ordinal moves from C, Q,,, so that I “plays well” in G*. We need 
to argue that the integer moves (T* provides for II as az,,+l in G* are independent of 
the choices 172~ E C, and to a limited extent, so are the ordinal moves 49,,+t. 
Wellorder positions in T’ by the lexicographic ordering on the concatenation of 
integers and ordinals: (as, 90, al, 91,. . . , a,, )I~) < rex(ab, qb, ai, ~‘1,. . . , a;, &) in the usual 
way. Let s = (SO,..., .~,-r) be an even length position, and let ~2” be such that 
s - s2,, E T* 
(1) The predicate h(s - szn - t) t--f “s - szn - t is the (lexicographic) least non- 
losing position extending s - SZ,,” is &-definable. Let t = (a,q). Suppose 2n + 1 = 
[?k+2j+1. As remarked above s - S2n - t is non-losing is II,. “Leastness” is 
v(a’, 9’) E 0 x &+,[a’ < a v (a’ = a A q’ < q) 
=+ s - Szn - (a’, 9’) is losing for II] 
and this is ‘@Cl in {s,&, t} (using some standard recursive pairing of o x Nk+l ++ 
&+I). As ‘#‘Cl is equivalent over a Kp model to Cl, we have in fact that n is Z:1 A\ITt 
over &. 0 
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Let (~0,. . , ~124, (shy.. . , &) E [C12”+’ be two sequences of indiscernibles, and sup- 
pose s = ((~o,Yo),(~~,~I),..., (a2n,r2n)) and s’ = ((~0,r~),(~l,~:),...,(~2~,~~~)) are 
two runs of play where I has played well, and II has used the strategy rr*. 
(2) If a*(s) = (Q~+I,Q~+I) and Q*(s’) = (&+,,v~,,+~) then 
(a) ~2~+1 = a&+,, 
(b) If r/zi = Y& for any i < n with the property that 2i = # (for some I E w) and 
/3 < y where 2n + 1 = l; (for some r E w), then qzn+t = q&+t. (2) establishes the 
usual independence of moves from indiscernibles, exactly as [16, Ch. 51, (cf. also [5] 
for Martin’s proof) does for auxiliary w.Z-IIt games, for finite 1. 
Let (rem 1 m < IX) = (~2~ 1 i d n) - (NI ) 1 <: cm), (I& 1 m -c oa) = (r& ) i ,< H) - 
(N, 11 < cm). Let J C OCI be the finite set {j < oc( 1 3i(Kj = qzi)}. Then also J = 
{j < 0.m / 3k(Kj = &)} as I must play well. 
Then &‘[(Ic, 1 m < wa)],d[(~~ I m < an)] have the same domains as ~2 and the 
game G* is definable in these structures using (Nl I I < cm) which in turn is definable 
from the finite set J. The set of non-losing positions for II is still IIt over all these 
structures and defines the same sets. a*(s) tells II to take the least pair (~+i,~~+t) 
so that s - (~+t,r72~+1) is non-losing. But also, by (l), for j < n (a2j+t,q2j+t) has 
been chosen in an R-way from s r2j + 1. We thus have 
(4 r) = (~2n+l, YIZn+ 1) 
ej 3G E [co x Nk]“+‘[R(so - G(0)) A A(so - G(0) - s2 - G(1)) A.. . 
and this is of the form ?[M (II, A Ct)]. uzn+l is thus R-definable over J[(lcm 1 m < 
wf~.)l from (so,s~,. . . , ~2~). But the R-theory of &[(rcL I m < WLX)] is the same as that 
of &‘[(lc, I m < act)]. Hence uzn+l = u6+, . This proves 2(a). 
For 2(b) we use the remarkability property of Lemma 2.1 above. Let fi be least so 
that for some i < n, ICY = t/2i = ~(0 for some @ > y (if there is such an r72i, otherwise 
the result is trivial). Then Kj = $/for j < Iti, and (A) rcg_t 6 Y/~~+I < JC~. Similarly 
for the same integer rii, (B) r&-i d &+t < K;. But in part (a) we saw that ~,,+t 
is given by a term which is R-definable in &‘[(K~)~ < ,] using the sequence of Z’s 
moves (s2i)i Q n definable from integers and ordinals from the set {Ki / i E J}. &+, has 
the same definition in d[(&), < o ] from integers and the set { rci I i E J}. II uses the 
same strategy cr* on both sequences to find his ordinal moves, hence our remarkability 
property from Lemma 2.1 and the inequalities (A) and (B) above yield immediately 
&+i = V2n+l. 0 
We define the strategy for II in G in the usual way and we use the above relative 
independence of II’s ordinal moves from those of I to show that it is winning. These 
quite standard details follow. 
Assuming a position (a~,. . , , ~22~) in G, and assuming that s = ((uo,qo), (ui,nt),. . ., 
(u~,,,Q,,)) has been chosen by II in G* with ~2i coming from C, so that in s I has 
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played well, and II has used O* to determine the (a2i+i,nZi+i), II sets o(u~,...,u~~) 
to be the integer part of (~~+i,~~+i) = O*(S). 
(3) o is winning for II in G. 
Let x = (as, al,. . .) be a run of play in G where Z has chosen the a2i and ZZ has used 0. 
It is enough to show that x E n, Q wj+21 Bg +X E Bwj+21+1 for any j < OR, 1 < O. 
Let /IO = oj + 21+ 1. Since the strategy c has been defined by assuming Z has played 
well, and ZZ has used cr*, and since we have by 2(a) and 2(b) that the integers a2i+i and 
Ffl(,) for odd /I are independent of Z’s moves J@(n) for even /I’ > /I the argument, 
is familiar: we define Fb by induction for /3 < PO. Assume it defined for p’ < p. 
fi even: Let iJ = supg, c: B Ff(0). Let Fp : w -+ Nj+l, where fi = w.j + k, embed +f 
in an order preserving manner into C n Nj+i\t. 
/j odd: Define Ffl by letting ZZ use rs*, and Z use the ordinals provided by Ffl’ for 
even /I’ < /I and ordinals from C\FP(O) to play well. 
When fl = /Is this gives a mapping FbO witnessing that x E Bpo: as (T* is winning 
ZZ does not lose badly in G* on account of the ordinal moves q[y~. il 
Lemma 2.3. Let Z have a winning strategy z* in G*. Then Z has a winning strategy 
z in G. 
Proof. Since Z has a winning strategy, ( ) is a losing position for ZZ, so 38 < 
rrk(( )) = 8. We define analogously the concept of ZZ pluying well, this happens if 
ZZ plays so as not to lose badly at any stage, and: 
(i) F wi+2j+1(U) > F”‘+“(O) Vj’ < 2j + 1 < 0Vi < 0~1, 
(ii) Foi+2j+l(,) > Ni Vi < WGL Vj < W, 
(iii) Fwif2j (n) E C Vj < 0Vi < oc(. 
Analogous to (2) we have: 
(2’) If T*(S) = (u~~,YI~~) and z*(s’) = (a&,&,) then 
(a) ~2~ = a;, 
(b) If V2i+l = Vii+1 for any i < n with the property that 2i + 1 = $ (for some 
k E w) and p < y where 2n = 51: (for some r E o), then ~2~ = r&,. 
In proving (2’) we assume of r* that it picks the lexicographic least (~2~,~2,,) that 
will reduce ranks. Since the rank function is Cf so is z* : let s = (r*(( )),si, r*((( ), 
sl)), . . ,sz~_,); suppose 2n + 1 = iJ?k+2j+’ again; then 
z*(s) = (a, y) H v’t E o x &+I [rk(s - (a, y) - t) < rk(s) 
AV(u’, y’) < lex(u,y)3t E 0 x +zn+l)rk(S - (a',~') - t> B Ns)l 
Being Cl-definable with domain an element of d, in this case r* E d. The proof of 
(2’) is then somewhat easier than that for (2). We omit the rather repetitive details 
here. r((ao,. . ,u,_~)) is defined for positions (a~,. . .,a,-~) E G, by assuming that 
s = ((ao,Vo),..., (u~~-~, ~]~+i)) has been chosen by Z in G* using r* and assuming 
that ZZ plays well. r( (us,. . . , an-l)) is then set equal to the integer part of r*(s). 
(3’) r is winning for Z in G is then proven just as in (3) mututis mutundis. 0 
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3. A clever a-mouse implies P 
We show that we can define a variety of Prikry forcing, so that given an iterate M 
of the least clever a-mouse, using this forcing over the @, we find that the iteration 
points of M are appropriately generic, and yield a model of the form &[Z], and with 
the requisite indiscernibility properties. 
The forcings themselves are quite straightforward, but as the conditions are proper 
classes over the admissible ground models concerned we have to do some routine 
checking that all the forcing properties we require can be effected in KP. As we have 
seen the @ differ in character depending on whether Cm(a) or not. Although we try 
to present as uniform a treatment as possible, we shall have to split into cases in some 
proof because of this dichotomy. 
For q E [OnlCw we set /q( = supranq + 1. Let (IP,, < ) be the class of Prikry 
conditions defined over a transitive, admissible, and amenable model (QF), where F is 
a @-complete ultrafilter on K. That is (p,X) E P, H card(p) < o, p UX C K AX E 
F n Q; with p = (p,X) ,< (q, Y) = q iff q is an initial segment of p, p\ 1 q 1 & Y and 
X C Y. P, is then clearly a Af! class of conditions. 
The question of the introduction concerning product Prikry forcing prompts the fol- 
lowing definition. Let (Q, F,), < 1 k ‘%;, is a normal measure on rc,,” be a transitive 
amenable model of KP formulated in the language of set theory augmented with pred- 
icate symbols &‘,, for n < CI. Take E : dam(e) + a as any fixed recursive enumeration 
of CI, where dam(e) d o, and, if C! = 6 + 1, then we insist s(0) = 6. Let such E be 
fixed for the rest of this section. (The reader will not lose much by keeping in mind 
just the two cases tl = 1 and CI = o: all the features of the proof are exemplified by 
these cases, and the rest amounts to bookkeeping in the product forcing. In these cases 
e can be the identity!) 
Let P, =df (p,,nj)Q be the class of Prikry conditions defined using F,(,) over Q. 
Let l-I,<, LFP, be the full direct product of the P,. 
Definition 3.1. F = FQ =df @ E II n<oP, I P’ = ((PoJo), . . . , (pm,&), . . .) so that 
3mtln > m pn = 0}p’= ((p0,&),..., (Pm&), . . .) < 4’ = ((40, Yo), . . . , (qm, Ym), . . .) 
-3 h < ~(P~,&J G IrP,n(4m, GJ). 
Thus cofinitely many of the components of p’ are “pure” Prikry conditions in P,, and 
extension is defined coordinatewise. For a (Q,Fn), < a as above, then b is clearly Co- 
definable class over (Q, F,). The intention is that for certain Q-structures, certain ? as 
above, we may define a G,- which is Q-generic for 6~, by which we mean that G is Q- 
generic if G intersects all A C p,, A E Q which are predense sets in Q. [Recall A E Q 
is predense if ‘dq E P3r E A3q’ d qq’ d r; we write 21 for {q 1 3r E A q Q r}-the 
class of extensions of A.] The forcings Pp will be proper classes over both types of 
Q-structures. 
For Q such a Q-structure we wish to define a ramified forcing language and relation 
for pg. (See [19] for an example of such a construction.) Let Q = (Jf, E,@). The 
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1anguage 2~ ( or just 90 where the context is understood) is a ranked one: by 
induction one defines ?Zb E Q a set of constants to name J$, where c’ = (c,,)~ < ooL is 
a sequence where it is intended that (c,,+k 1 k < o) is going to be cofinal in JC, 
for each n < WCI and such that G,- will be generic in the sense above. For B < 6’ 
there are ranked variables ~8, yb,zb, . . ., universally quantified ranked variables Vxfi, 
etc., as well as unranked variables X, y,z,. . . . If %? is defined, VP+’ can be taken as 
a set of terms of the form {xfi 1 cl+@)}, w h ere @(x@) is a formula built up from the 
primitives C, I,;, propositional connectives, constants from lJ{V 1 y d /?}, and all 
quantified variables in @(xp) are of rank at most fi. A sentence of 9’0 is ranked if 
all variables in it are ranked - and the ordinal rank is the maximum value of any 
ranked quantifier or constant term from a Vy occurring in it. This may all be done 
in a Al way over any Jf which is sufficiently closed - say primitively recursively 
closed. For sup,, < 2 K, -C 8’ < 8, 0’ also sufficiently closed, then yO, p C yp, p and 
the definitions of %? for /3 < 8’ are the same over J,$ as Jf. 
The usual inductive definition of forcing for ranked sentences of 2~ can now be 
made. We denote the relation of a condition deciding a formula by ((pn, Yti)) I( 0~. 
Lemma 3.1. Let Q = Jf b KP, let ji = ((pi, Xi)) E EQ, cp a ranked sentence of 20. 
Then we can find in a A&(cp,p3 way, Y,, CX, so that ((p,, Y,)) 1 10 cp; i.e. we can 
efSectively find such a sequence Y,, and we know the result of that decision. 
Proof. By induction on the structure of cp. This is only non-trivial for cp of the form 
Vxy$(x’). [For example the case of l$ follows directly from that for $.I Without loss 
of generality we assume p’ is of the form ((pi,&) (0,X,) . . .). 
Let AK”’ be the following set of 4’ = (40,. . . , qm) E I’Ii < ,[Xi] Cm such that 
By the inductive hypothesis, for any 4’ = (40,. . . ,qm) E ni d ,[Xilco, and any 
d’ E %Z we may effectively find (X,?d”)n < w so that ((pn U qn,Xjd’)) I I &(dY), in a Al 
way. This leads to AZ”’ being A&(cp,p’), and hence that the function m H Ap’Jn is in 
Q. By Fact 1.8 for each m find in a Af(cp,p’) way X, x . . . x Xz E lli G mFi so that 
Either (A) 3k0,. . , k,,, < w II, < m[Xy]k, C Azm 
Or (B) b’ko,. . . , k, < OIIi < ,[&“‘I’ fI Azm = 8. 
Then 
(1) m H (X,“,...,X,“) E Q. 
Case (i): Vm < o (B) holds. Using (1) we have that there is a function i H 
% =df n,,,, X7 E Q. Then we have that i 11 cp, where i = ((p0,k0)(0,~1). . .). If 
not then suppose for a contradiction that t= ((~0 U qo, Yo) . . . (qm, Ym) (0, Ym+l) . . .) < 3 
and dy are such that ? 11 -$(dy ). But then (40,. . . , qm) E Azm n Iii G ,[Xim] <W - a 
contradiction. 
Case (ii): 3m < w so that (A) holds. Let m,b,. . . , k,,, < o witness that (A) 
holds. For q= (qg,...,q,) E IIi<m [_Xylkl pick (d$ and then Xq = TFdb-) Q-least, 
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in a Al way, witnessing that 4’ E AAm. Using the effectivity of 4’ H Xi 
&d; 
refine 
(x$7.., xj) and Xi for i 2 m to (x) SO that if we set T =df I’Ii Q ,[I$]h then for 
9’ E T, K\ 1 qi ) C&y for i < m and & &Xfd otherwise. This is done by taking diagonal 
intersections over the product measure, and over the other component measures using 
normality and xi-additivity of the measures Fi, and is left as an exercise in IV. 
Let?‘= ((Po,Yo)(~,YI)...). Th en we check that p” 11 ~cp. Suppose otherwise and 
that z = (( po Uqo, 20) (41 ,Z,) . . .) < p” and j I!- cp. By extending $ if necessary we may 
assume that qi has z 2 ki for all i < m. But then $ extends the following condition: 
((PO u 40 t ko, yo\ I40 t ko I )(a t h, yo\ I41 t kl I ) 
. . . (qm t km Yo\ I qm t km I )(0, L,,) . . .) k -W;), 
where 4’ = (qo r ko,. . . , qm 1 k,). This suffices. Our construction of (KY,), c o is effec- 
tive, and we can effectively tell which of the above two possibilities hold. 0 
Corollary 3.2. “p’ II-0 q” is A$ for ranked sentences cp. 
Proof. If ji = ((pi,Xi)), then p’ It-0 cp is equivalent to: Vm,b,. . . , k, < OVA E 
I& G m[Xi]“‘if X/ is the sequence of sets effectively guaranteed by 3.1, then 
Definition 3.2. (i) For a predense set A E Q, A & p, let 2 be the open dense class of 
extensions of members of A. 
(ii) For a predense set A E Q, we say 
p’= ((p,J,)) E fi captures A 
e 3m, 3k0,. . , k, < oV(qi) E I& < m[Xi] 
X((PO u qo,xo) . . . (Pm u %&J(Pm+l&z+l)~~ .) E 2. 
Proposition 3.3. Let A E Q be predense, p’ E 1F”e arbitrary. Then we can egectively 
find a sequence ki c X for i < o and m, b , . . .,k, < o SO that ((pi,Xi)) captures 
A as witnessed by the integers m, ko, . . . , k,,,. 
Proof. Similar to that of the previous lemma, again using the Rowbottom property 
inside of Q. We leave this as an exercise. 0 
Let C’ be the closed and unbounded class of iterations points of the ith measure Fi 
ofM. Let C=CM=dfn,,.Cn. 
Let c’ = (c, ) 0 < n < WE) E [CM]~’ be any sequence closed beneath its supremum 
i* = sup, A;, where we set Ai = C,(i+i) for i < a. If Lim(cl) let rr : Q + 3 be the 
iteration map that takes Xi to li for all i < tl. Then s = @ = (Jr,@ with F, the 
ith measure on ;li for i < 01. If CL = 6 + 1 let rr instead be the iteration map of the 
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external mouse M, rc : A4 + M taking Ki to 2i, again with Fi the ith measure on lli 
for i < c(. In this case n(p) = 8. In either case let @ = Fe. 
Fact 3.1. Let 7~, Q, e,F, ii be as above. Let pi = (c,,(i)+l,.  . , c,,(i)+,,) for i < n 
(where E is our jixed enumeration defined at the outset of this section). Let e’ E 
[C&(i)] <w A maxe’ < 1 pi 1 for i Q n. Let p’ = ((pi,Xi)) be a ZF(n,,(f ),Z’, @i) 
de$nable condition. (Zf Lim(cc), let it be $(x&f ),Z’, +i) dejnable.) Then X, > 
C&(‘)\ 1 pi 1 for i < n and Xi > C’(‘)\C,,(i)+l for i > PI. 
This is just the generalisation to more measures of the corresponding fact (cf. [3]) 
that in a mouse with a single measure the iteration points are Ci-indiscernibles, and 
hence any measure one set defined from a finite sequence ? of indiscemibles alone and 
elements in the range of the iteration map contains all the indiscemibles above their 
maximum, 1 tl . 
Lemma 3.4. Let 
G=(p’= ((pn,X,)) E p I vn < ~p,~{C,,(,)+i}i<wCpnUX,}. 
Then G,- is e-generic for b. 
Proof. Let d E Q be predense. If Lim(cr) (respectively u = 6 + 1) let A = ze$f )(do, 
. . , dk), (respectively nMG( f )(do, . . . , dk)) where we may assume that c,,, < dl < . 
< di, < C,(n,+I) < . . . < cm, < d,+l < ... < di, < .‘. < Cm,, < 
di,_,+l < ‘.’ < di, = dk < c,(,,+l), and di,_,+l,...) di, E C”J for some no,. ..,nl, 
some io < . . . < il = k (and setting i-1 = 0). 
If E(r) = nt for some t d 1 let j, least so that c~~+.)+~, > di, and set pr = 
(GE(I), . . . 9 cws(r)+j,). Otherwise set pr = 0. Then p’ = ( (pr, A,)) E P n G,-. But now a 
pure extension ofp’, p” = ((p,,X,)) capturing A is effectively definable from rc(f) in Q, 
using the indiscemibles {di} U, pr. By the Fact 3.1 we must have that X, > P(“)\ I p,. ( . 
But c’ comes from CM 2 n, C’. So then by the definition of capture A n G,- # 0 as 
required. q 
We shall need the following simple consequence of the cleverness property. 
Lemma 3.5. Let LX = 6 + 1, M = (Jf”,EM,FM) a clever a-mouse with Q = @ = 
(J{,$). M k Sk, ,...,km < Ox E ni<, (Fc(i))kz n Cl(Q) * % E Fzi) ni < ,[Xilkz 
LX. 
Proof. Recall again that s(0) = 6. Let B = {qo 1 3(ql,. . . ,qm)(qO - (41,. . . ,qm)) E X}. 
Let C = {(qi,...,qmj I 3q0 E Wq0 - (ql,..., qm)) E X}. Then B,C are C,(Q) with 
C E Q (as P ; = 2s). But B E ( FM 6 ) k”. By Lemma 1.14 3Yo E F6 n Q([Y,Jko CB). 
Apply Rowbottom in Q to find yi E Fe(i)(O < i < m) with no < i G ,[yilk C C and 
lastly another refinement inside Q to find the required Xi, for i < m. 0 
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Lemma 3.6. Let pi = (cue(i)+1 , . . . , C,,(i)+l,) fir i < n and let y = h;(jo, nM,(f), Z’) E 
%?z if LX = 6 + 1, and let it be y = hpCjo, 7cee( f), Z') E Vz if Lim(u) where, for each 
i < n, we have ei a finite sequence parameters in [CE(i)]<W A max ei < 1 pi 1. Suppose 
$ E CO in ge$. Then 
Proof. Suppose the left-hand side holds. Define 
then A E Zf(y, si) ($i the sequence (pO,. . . , p,)). If CI = 6fl it is also Cy(zM~(f), ei, 
+i, Q). If Lim(cr) then A E 3 as pi = 3,‘. By hypothesis 3n,b,. . . , k, < w3qi E 
[C”“]‘~i(i < O) 3 E qz$ =df ((pi U gi,&)) E G; A 3s’ 11 $(z, j). Hence 4’ E A. 
If M = 6 + 1, we have, by indiscernibility M k A E Hi Q ,(F’,,(i))k’ n C,(Q), and by 
Cleverness, i.e. Lemma 3.5, there exists Y’ = YO x . . x Y, E ni ~ n F,(i) n Q with 
ni<,[KlkCA. If L’ ( > trn c1 we have such a Y’ by using Rowbottom inside Q on A. 
So in either case we may pick such a Y’, Q-least, and so Z,(Q) still in those same 
parameters. And then for 4’ E ni ,< ,[ yilk, pick zq,Xf witnessing this. Refine again 
using the additivity and normality of the measures as in Lemma 3.1 the Yi to pi so 
that V? E ni G .[Yi]k’ Fi\ 1 qi 1 CXf for i < n, and, setting T = Hi 6 .[Fi]‘, Fi &X7 
for i > n and 4’ E T. Then i ++ Yi is dF(y, &). But now check that if we set p’ as 
((pi, Yi)), then p’ is as required. 
Conversely, the Q-least such condition ((pi, Yi)) is $(rre$), e”, Ji), if Lim(a); 
if CI = 6 + 1 then it is ZF(nM%(f),ei, $i, 3). But then Yf > C”(‘)\ 1 pi 1 (i < n) or 
K 2 C’@)\c,,(i)+i (i > n), by the Fact 3.1 above. But this means p’ E GJ. 0 
Lemma 3.7. Suppose Lim(a). Then (J$, 2) + KP. 
Proof, We first note that V’z < &9(z) n 3 = P(z) n Cl(J$). Essentially this is just 
as for Prikry forcing. Let p’ It- “!lzzlc/(z, <, dy) defines a Ci subset of z^ over J$“. Let 
Y = {< < r ( J$ + 3z+(.z, 5, dc)}. Assume p’ is of the form 
(((Cws(0),...,C,,(O)fro),XO),..., ((Cws(m)+l,“‘,c,,(,,+,),X,), wKn,l) .*.). 
By lengthening each pk if necessary we may assume that dY is definable in Q from 
lJk Q ,{ pk} together with elements from ran rc, and some 2’ < ) po ( ; . . . : 2” < 
1 pm ( with & E [CEG)]<W for j d m. 
But then by the-lemma 3.6 above Y = {t ( 3 b 3(yi)i < w((pi, &)) II ilzt,b(z, y,dY)} 
and this is a Z,(Q) bounded subset of pi; hence Y E Q. 
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But now if z < ilg we can similarly reason that if we define a bijection co : dom(sO) ---f 
a with dom(a’) < o, and g1 : dom(c’) + a\b a second bijection defined just as E was 
for u (meaning that c*(O) = 6 if tl = 6 + 1) then we may define @ a p using a’ 
and P < p using co and then 6 Z K < b x @’ 3 p. As F <b E 6, forcing with it pre- 
serves KP; if this is followed by P 2 8, then as above all Cr(Ji) bounded subsets 
of 2~ are added by p < 8. We thus only have to show that there is no new Al(J,f) 
subset of I,*. This is easily seen to be equivalent to showing that there is no co- 
final map of o into 5 (by virtue of the sequence (A,), <U)). Let p’ E G,- be such 
that p’ I- “Iz$(z,& g,dy) defines a Cr function F(i) = t with [ E & with domain 
& ~5”. Again assume that dY = h&io,a’, &, n(f)) with 2 < 1 pi 1 by lengthening 
the constituent pi if need be. So suppose J$ k “F is total”. Then for each k < w 
find (Y/)i < o SO that p’k =df ((pi, Y/)) II %,!/(z,k^, l, dy) i.e. that k E dom F, and with 
p’k E G,-. 
Let 
= {a= (q09’ee3qT7) E ni<n[':lcW 1 3z E v3t~((POuqO~xO) 
. (qn&(0,%+,) . . .) 11 W,ff, by)). 
Again each Af’ E e. SO for each k set rk = supqCA 7; where, for q E A, we can find 
witnessing z E %?, 4 in Jt. Then rk < i? by u. Similarly if r = sup, rk then r < 8. 
But then we see p’ Ik sup ranF < r < z. Cl 
Corollary 3.8. Zf e,E are as in the last lemma, then Jg = &‘[Z]. 
Proof. Note that in &[c’] the function 5 ++ Jf is Cl-definable (where for i < c(, Fi 
is, in d[Z], the final segment filter on (c,i+k 1 k < w)). Hence 3 C &‘[Z]. Since no 
8’ < s is such that J$ k KP, neither can Jg k KP! 0 
Lemma 3.9. Suppose M = 6 + 1. Then (Jg, Z) b KP. 
Proof. We continue to use the same terminology from Lemma 3.6. Again we may split 
@ into @ ,O x PO where PO is just the usual Prikry conditions PA, using Fa,&. Since 
p ,O E 3 any loss of KP will be due to the forcing PO. So we just argue about [Fpo. 
Let c’ = (Ci 1 i < W) E [CM]O with SUP Ci = i =df 2s. And SO let k = (Jg ,E”,FG) 
EM - 
be the iterate of the least clever a-mouse M = (Jf”,EM,FM) with IC, = 1. Suppose 
3 = (Jf,?) = @. Then F;a n 5 c F =df F’. 
Suppose &us, ~1, ~2, dY ) is a formula of 2~ with vi, i < 2 the only unranked variables 
as shown, and otherwise all quantifiers are ranked. Suppose ZLz$(z, <, y, d;) defines a 
21 function f over J$, with 5 f dom f, y E ran f, d; a parameter in the definition. 
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Suppose p II-,- “ilz$(z, f”, j, d*) is functional on the first variable and 9 E 6” where 
p = (p,X) E G,-. Suppose further V’4 < Ely3zo Ji k cj(zc,[, y,d”&). Hence f 
is actually total on 1. To show that Ji + KP it suffices to show ran f is bounded 
in 8. Let d’ E [CM]<~ be such that dy = h;;;(j,a, j), where 7 is a sequence from 
ran( rcMG) and rcM~ is the iteration map. Without loss of generality we assume p 
is “sufficiently long”, i.e. if p = (CO,. . ,cn), then max d’ Q c,. For l < ) p / we 
define 
Ag is then Ca(p, 4, dy). Since J$ /= "f is total”, J$ k &ZG, 5, /l,dL) for some zo, /I. 
There are thus q = (c,+l,. . . , c,+k) for some k = k(t), and some X’ 2 X,X’ E 
F rl 3 so that p’ = (p U q,X’) E G,- and p’ II- &z, i,b,dy). Thus q E At. But 
ALis &so CF(p,a,j,&@. But CM\ IpI are Ci-indiscernible for the structure (G,E, 
E”FM,(I)~ c 1~1 , rann,, ), by Fact 1.3, and qCCM\lpl. Hence Vq E [C~\lpl]~ 
q E At. Hence: 
(1) They is_& E (@‘(t) so that Zt &At. By cleverness, i.e. Lemma 1.14, we may 
find Zt E FflQ with [Zt] ‘(5) CA So take such e-least, in fact, so that, doing the above 
for all 5 < I P I ,5 -+ Z, is d,(p). For r f [Z,#(s) we may find X, E Fr\e, fir,zr f %? 
e in a A, (p,d’, 5) way witnessing that r E At. Let 75 < 6 bound the ordinal height in 
the JF-hierarchy where all the X,,z,,/$ appear. (This bound exists by admissibility of 
3.) Let 2, = A ,.E,Ztl~~~& n Zt. Then also 25 E Af(p, dY, t). 
Let Z, = fit < IP, 25. SO v’5 < IPI b’t- E L&lkct) (P U r,Zp\ I y I ) It- d&, E,$,,dY) 
for a /$. < zc. Again by admissibility let zP bound all the rc for t < IpI. So zP 
and Z, are obtainable in a Af({p,dy}) way. Hence: 
(2) ‘~‘5 < Ip( (p, Z,) It “f( r^) < fP”. Now let 
A = {r E [A\ Ipl I- I 3Zpur3 Zp”rVS < Irl (P u Cq”r) 11 -f(e) < *p”G’}. 
Note that we may write (p U r, ZpUr) If "f(l) < z^,"," as 
jk < O&I E [.&lk =&, & E Jr”,,,, (P U r u q&j I- #(z,, t, & dy ). 
Again by admissibility this A is thus Ca(p,dY) fl G. A is also Z~(p,~,~, 3). By 
repeating the indiscernibility argument prior to (1) we have: 
(3) For any 4 E [CM\ Ipl I’ (f or any I) q E A. Hence VkA fl [JC]~ E (@. 
(4) VZ < aLITI E F n 3 [Tr]’ CA, with 1 + Tl, AF(p,dY). Further TI > CM\ IpI. By 
cleverness, (Lemma 1.14), for each 1 < w there is some &least T, E F n 6 with 
[T,]’ CA. So find such with I w Tl E 8. 
In e now, for r E [Tklk let ik bound all tpUr occurring in the definition of A, and 
let i = sU& Tk. Again z” < 6. Set T =df nk Tk > CM\ IpI, and then T is in F n 3. 
Hence p’ = (p, T n X) E G,- and j IF sup ran f < i as is easily checked. q 
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Lemmc3.10. Let A4 be the <.-least clever cl-mouse, where 0: = 6 + 1, and let 
&z@=J;, h w ere % is as in Lemma 3.9. Let Z E [CM]~’ be arbitrary. Then G,- 
is Pz-generic over 3, and Ji = Se[Zj. 
Proof. That J$ k KP is the last lemma. All that is left to show is that 3y(~ < y < 
B” A Jf k IQ’) fails. Let 2 = 26 be the largest measurable cardinal of k. Suppose not 
and let y be a counterexample. But then J,” = @ for some mouse N E HF by Fact 
1.4(ii). But then N <* M and so is not clever. Let cp(ve,vl) be a Ci-formula, and 
let d E dF, together defining X = {< < i ( J,” + cp(&d)} with X E F’ n Nl, but 
for all z < yX, = (5 < 11 J! k cp(&d)} 6 F’ n J,“. As (c,a+k 1 k < co) generates 
F”nQwehave3n < oVm>nc,g+,EX.LetH:w+1~bedefinedby 
H(k) = least j? < y J,! k (~(cw6+n+k,O 
H is 2$*((d)). By hypothesis Jf is a KP model. As 5 H Jf is Cl-definable in JT, H 
is also 2$((d)). But if r = sup ranH < y, we should have X, =df { 5 < K ( Jf k 
cp(&d)) Xco~+m)m >n. Then X, C_X, and X, E F’ n J,‘. So J: cannot be a KP model! 
0 
Now that we have shown the admissibility of the generic extension for the two types 
of ground model, we verify the indiscernibility properties P. 
Lemma 3.11. Let CM be as above, where Lim(a). Then CM satisfies rz. 
Proof. Let c’ = (c, 10 < n < WN) enumerate the first oc( elements of C = CM, 
and let d’ = (d, 10 < n < WY) any other such WE sequence. In order to show 
that all R-theories are identical between such models it suITices to show simply that 
the R-Th(&[c’]) = R-Th(d[z]). We illustrate with a typical R-sentence. Suppose then 
&[a] k rr = 35 < d,+l((p([) A -I&[)) with cp,$ E Cl. There exists ei E [CE(i)]<U 
SO that t: = h-(ja, X&S),&, ji) 
Q 
(f or some 7 E Q), and p’ = ((Ri,Zi)) E G;. We may 
assume that path pi = (dwe(i)+l,. . . , dws(i)+k,) is long enough that max ei < Ipi] for 
i < n and pi = 8 for i > n. By Lemma 3.6 then 
Let PI = (cos(i)+l,. .., cos(i)+k,) for i < n. As each c E CM is a fixed point in the 
enumeration of C’, C’ n (coi+j,c,i+j+i) is infinite. So pick any 3 E [CE(I’)]<” bearing 
the same order relationship to pi as ei does to pi. Then define an iteration map 
n: : Q’ -+ Q between the two iterates of Q at (ci 1 i < LX) and (di 1 i < a) respectively, 
extending x@,q’) = e”, pi for i < n. This is Cz-preserving (by Lemma 1.5) so now 
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by indiscernibility we have that 
But then for this r we have that -aZ[Z] k 4(t) A l+(l) as required. The reverse 
direction is identical. 0 
Lemma 3.12. Let cx = S + 1. Let C,& be the set of limit points of CM. Then Ci;, 
satisfies P. 
Proof. The argument is similar using the external iteration maps of the clever mouse 
M. Use the notation of Lemma 3.11: let d, c’, Q, Q’ be as there, with i = (Jf”, EM, FM) 
the iterate of the least a-clever mouse at &(,J = d,,(i) for i < co. Set F = FM 
the topmost measure of 2 with critical point j = 1~. Let M’ = (J:Y’,EM’,FM’) 
the iterate of A4 at i&, = cW+) for i < w. Again suppose that &‘[a] b 35 < 
dr+i (cp( t) A -$(i)) with cp, $ E Ci . pk a witnessing 5 and 2’ as before with now 
4 = h;(jo,zMG(f),&j3;) (for some f EM). 
Again by Lemma 3.6 then 
A v( K)i < 0.1~ (((Pi, K)j k $(f) >“I. 
This is a @(KM%(j), ai,Zi, Q) sentence. Now choosing p[,d; as in the Lim(cr) case, 
and now considering the map nM,~ extending n(gi, p[) = e;, p;, we have by appealing 
to indiscernibility again, that M’ is a model of the same statement, but with c replacing 
d, gi replacing ei, pi, p; and primes replacing tildes throughout. Then by Lemma 3.6 
again &~I I= 35 < d,+l[dt) A -.HOl. 4s ain the reverse direction is similar. 0 
4. Clever mice from determinacy 
In this section we shall assume 02cr-II,’ sets are determined and prove the existence 
of clever m-mice. That is, for c( a limit, we shall prove the existence of a mouse M 
whose corresponding Q-structure QM = (Jf, E,F) /= Kp + “3 is an c1 sequence of 
normal measures”. For c( a successor we shall have that the topmost measure of the Q 
structure has the reflection or “cleverness” property of Definition 1.10. We suppose that 
there are no clever cl-mice, and we shall derive a contradiction. In particular, there can 
be no inner model with an a-sequence of measurable cardinals. And the full Covering 
Lemma for K holds above the supremum of its measurable cardinals. 
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We describe a game G that has an 02a-II; pay-off set, but such that neither player 
has a winning strategy, and this will be our contradiction. 
z x0 Xl . .’ x, . ‘. 
z = (x0, Yo,. . . ,--&I, Ym.. .I, 
II yo y1 ... y, ... 
with z as the resulting run of play. We divide up o as usual: let k : co H co261 + 2 be a 
recursive bijection. We think of I (respectively, ZZ) as constructing xp (y”, respectively) 
for /I < O~CI,U = x~~~+~(z) = yozUfl) and $ = xozE (respectively, $’ = yw2’). Let us 
reserve the letter i for the rest of this section as denoting either of the two players Z 
or II. Z (respectively, ZZ) plays an integer in the nth round x, E ~~(“1, (respectively, 
yn E yk(“)). The requirements on x and y are as follows. 
A’: (o,$, (s’,)n < oco u) must be a code of an o-model in a language 9 containing 
e, (?i’,,n < UC0 Z? which will be interpreted as $,gi,u, respectively; d’ must be a model 
of the theory comprising: 
(1) fl+‘%j’,)n<oa is an increasing closed sequence of ordinals 
A IJ = Lrc?bJ% < ,,I “9 
(2) “Z? is a measure sequence, dom(Z?) = $* ‘df sup $**, 
(3) “J$I = KY’. A Vv(van index of a full measure + v < jL)r\ Vn < wa J$’ + 
n 
ZF- “, 
(4) V’p < ad’ + “K.$ k J&+, is a singular cardinal of cofinality > ?j& A 
j$+2 is regular”. 
A” : (w, d’, (sff,n < oco II) must be a code of a model similar in every respect to that 
specifed in A’ by replacing Z by II, u by v throughout. Clause 4 is replaced by 
VP < ct~?*’ + “Kg k jzB+2 is singular of cofinality 
> j$+l A jig+, is regular”. 
We use the notation K’ = $! for the appropriate version of K in i’s model. If at any 
point Z’s moves fail to put x into the arithmetic set that the A’ specifies, then Z loses. If 
Z does not lose, then ZZ will lose unless his moves in y fit the above specification for II. 
If neither player loses due to these requirements, then we consider the following. 
B’,, Bff : For /I < wn xp(yp) must be a wellorder of w with V’p’ < fl Ixp 1 > 
1 yfl’ 1 (respectively, V/I’ d /3 1 yp 1 > 1 xf I ) (or for the least fl for which this is 
not true, if xb is not a well order, or fails to have greater rank than yp’ for /3’ < fl, 
then Z loses, otherwise ZZ loses). 
These requirements on x,y, and so z, are specifying an o.n-II! set. If nobody has 
lost due to these requirements, set Y,, = sup{ Ixfl( ,I yfi ) : fi -e o.n}, where (WI denotes 
the order type of w provided the latter is a wellorder. 
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cl,,cff : If in J& the interpretation of j’, is not (isomorphic to) yn then I loses. If 
I does not lose here, then yn must also be the interpretation of fff in #’ or II will 
lose. 
Notice that once we have established that all xB,yfi E WO for /3 < w.n then 
(s’,,“‘, t s’, x d, r2 h E) is an arithmetic requirement on e’ (and similarly for $I). 
If nobody loses at CA then we shall have that g’, = ($)“’ ” yn Z (#)“” = sff and 
yn E WFP(d’) n WFP(&) where the latter denotes the transitive set isomorphic to 
the wellfounded part common to both players’ models. u is then (J!?)~‘. Similarly for 
v and _&. So (J$,$,u) 2 ( J,“:, E, E’) = M’ for some premouse MI. (And similarly 
we may define M”.) Usually however, we simply identify the wellfounded parts of 
J& with the transitive sets to which they are isomorphic. 
At the end of play then the loser is the “owner of” the least requirement violated in 
the ordering: A’, A” ,. .., B’ B” C’ C” B’ ,,+,, . . . for n < WE; otherwise IZ wins. The 
game is WCC-II,’ as indicatednby”thencomments along the way. One should perhaps note 
that despite all these requirements, there is no obligation as part of any rule of the 
game that anyone plays out a non-trivial mouse: they are quite at liberty to play out 
models whose K are just segments of L. 
For s E 19’ let C, be the class of s-admissibles and their limits. 
Lemma 4.1. Player I has no winning strategy in G. 
Proof. Suppose otherwise and let I have a winning strategy g in G. Let C = C,. 
By the Covering Lemma for K singular cardinals y E C above the supremum of K’s 
measurables are singular in K. Since C, is closed and unbounded in every uncount- 
able cardinal, we may, by passing to a generic extension if need be, pick a sequence 
of K-cardinals (yn 1 n < wa), closed beneath its supremum, and with each yn E C 
and fulfilling the requirements set out in Clause 4. of A”: namely K + “‘d/l < cx, 
Ywflf2 is singular A cf(j,~+~) > cf(iop+l ) = li,~+,“. 
We may further assume any measurable cardinal of K is less than yo. (If g is 
a winning strategy for I in V it will also be such in any set generic extension by 
absoluteness of the definition of W’CY-II; sets.) 
So Z1 will play out $’ and u coding an admissible d” = L,[E, (yn 1 n < cm),EK 1 
y*]. Thus ensuring that (K,,. )&’ = KY* = IJ, < woL Ji” I”‘. So II will not lose because of 
requirement A”. That he will not lose because of requirement Bff is a familiar argument 
concerning Ci-boundedness (cf. [14]): for each n < oc(, for all /I < ox, for any 
y E C, and for any play z consistent with a with resulting XC = xi(z), yi = vi(z), if: 
Bg=df{IxB) : Y’B’ < &#‘E WO)Asup{IyB’I:j?’ < ,4} < y}, 
then BP is a C,(a) set of wellorderings, and hence the lightface version of the 
Zi-boundedness theorem, is bounded below the next a-admissible greater than 
sup{ 1 yp’ ) : 8’ < j?}, and so below y. Hence IxB ) < y. 
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So, for the yb’, II may play a sequence of codes of wellorders with the property that 
if n < o then 1 yw.n+j 1 + y,, as j --) co , and if o < n < oa then 1 y"."+j 1 + yn+l 
as j + 00. So let him do this for each n < otx. 
As g is winning for I, Z plays his model (w,$, (s’,),, < wa, U) satisfying A’ accord- 
ing to a; for any n < oa Z does not lose for failing to construct wellorders yfl 
for /I < o.n, and does not lose on account of Bi; by the boundedness above, yn = 
suP{lx% IYBI : P < cm} and indeed the interpretations of li’,,?jff are both (isomor- 
phic to) yn. So CL1 is always satisfiable for player II. By controlling the ordinals in 
this way II cannot lose, contrary to assumption. 0 
However: 
Lemma 4.2. Player ZZ has no winning strategy in G. 
Proof. Again, suppose not for a contradiction and let C ‘df C, where we suppose 
that z is a winning strategy for II. It is Z’s turn now to play an initial segment of 
the real K taking a closed sequence (yi 1 j < oc1) E [Clwa so that VP c c( K /= 
“y++l is singular A cf(ywa+i) > ywg A yob+2 is regular”. Again by passing to a 
generic CXtenSiOn we may easily find such y&+k with y* =df sup,, < wa ywn count- 
able, and with any measurable cardinals of K less than yo. Z plays out an admissible 
model d’ E L+[E, (yn I n < oa),EK 1 y*] and KY* %’ (KY-f = U, < oc( JYfKtY*. 
Z does not lose on account of any requirement A’, nor B’, by the obvious analogue 
of the boundedness argument used in the last lemma. So (?i’,)&’ = yn = (jff)“” 
(again the latter because ZZ will not lose on any requirement Bff, Cf). The point is 
of course that ZZ’s model must differ from that of I. Since ZZ is not losing because 
of any of the wellorder requirements Bff, CA’ his “mice” are iterable, up to a point, 
but a large enough point. By virtue of neither party losing because of Bff, CL’ we 
have: 
( 1) W.P(s@‘) n On 2 y* + 1. Set M’ = KY* and M” to be the transitive premouse 
isomorphic to (KY* )&‘I. We now proceed to compare these premice. In order to facil- 
itate the counting of measurable cardinals on either side, we modify the definition of 
coiteration so that if at any stage of the process there is a measurable cardinal at a 
i < Kj = u-it($) then L = yw(p+i) for some fi < a. We can effect this simply as 
follows by setting in the definition of coiteration 
vj = the least v E FVFP(A4~) n WFP(M~) so that either: 
8 # Et’ = Ey” at Kj but Kj # Yo(r+l) for some z < a. 
We note that this definition of coiteration makes sense for models (M’,M”) with 
perhaps illfounded iterates, as long as we stick to comparing the wellfounded parts. 
The coiteration will then halt at some point where those wellfounded parts agree, or 
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are initial segments of one another as usual. We shall thus have: 
(2) If the above coiteration of (A4,‘,A4iz) = (Mz,Mzz) halts after p steps and we set 
p =df min{p, y*} and if rc E WFP(M,‘)fl WFP(M:)fly* then Mj /= “IC is measurable” + 
3P < ax = Yw(p+l). 
We shall argue in (3) that in A4$ every yw(p+i) is measurable for p < CI. Let 
n&, : IV: -+ A4: be the iteration maps. Let J’ = {j < p 1 I$,, : Mi 1 c$ -+ Mi,, ~\a; < 
onnhfj} for i=Z, II. 
(3)(i) P = Y* A Mp’ I= “Y~(B+~) is measurable” for p < CI (and so My” is an 
a-mouse). 
(ii) M$ k “Fb is the normal measure on yo(p+i)” + Fp is the final segment 
filter generated by (ywp+k 1k < co) A Vj < y*M: E d’. We prove this in (4)-(9). 
The point is that there should be an orderly transition of any measures appearing 
due to truncations onto the ordinals yw(p+i). We want to check that, for example, if 
CI = 0.2, that in the coiteration up to yw,2 we do not have a mouse M/ appearing with 
measurables of order type tl at a stage j greater than yw whilst for j d y. we had that 
M/ was only a k-mouse for some finite k. 
(4) J’ # 8 but is finite. Suppose J’ = 8. Let Mi be a p-mouse. Whether CI a limit 
or a successor, MO is an inactive mouse, and so /j < a. Set jj =df ywg if fi > 0, 
otherwise set it equal to 0. Then n&, : MO -+ My, consists only of identity maps and 
ultrapowers taken to line up the measurables of M’ on the_ {ywCb,+i) 1 /I’ < a} with 
common generating sequences (yop,+k 1 k < co) for /Y < /?. 
Note. As all the measures are in HYy’, and Jf’ + ZF-, all the yn (n < oa) are po- 
tential iteration points of these measures by AZ’s clauses. If the maps on the I side are 
all simple then Mi is a p-mouse. But in that case r&+i = id for all 7 < j < j+ 1 < p. 
But all critical points used were below 7, and as M’ k “~~g+~ is singular of cofi- 
nality > y,p”, Y,B+, is unmoved in this coiteration, and hence M{ = Mp’ thinks the 
same. But M” /= “yoj+l is regular “. But no iteration can turn this regular cardinal 
into a singular ordinal in Mf! So, some further ultrapower must be taken on the I 
side. Since we have agreement to 7 on both sides, Mi is a /?-mouse; hence any mea- 
sures for such an ultrapower can only arise through a truncation. Hence Jz # 0. For 
j E J’,M,!+, < ,Mj and since M,’ is a true mouse, the mouse order below it is 
wellfounded. So J’ is finite. 
(5) J” # 0 Suppose J” = 0. Obtain a contradiction by an entirely similar argument 
using the singularity of the cardinals ywp+2 on the M,f side, whilst MO k “Y~B+~ is 
regular” for arbitrarily large p < a. 
Let js < . . . < jk ‘df J enumerate J’. We use the argument above to ensure that 
in the final analysis all the yw(p+i) are occupied by measures. Suppose there is a fi 
with ywg < ‘cj,,. Then let /?o be the maximal such. Otherwise set /?s = 0. 
(6)(i) If fis > 0 then yosO+i > xjO > ywpO and if /?o = 0 then ~1 > KjO > 0. 
(ii) For 0 d P < PO M,/,, k “yo(p+i) is measurable” and if F is the normal measure 
on yw(p+i ) then F is generated by (y@+k 1 k < co). 
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(iii) Each it4; for j < j,,i = 1,ZZ is in d’. 
For (ii): suppose not. Let 0 < /? < /Is, with B least so that Y~(B+~) not measurable. 
Then up to stage yw(b/+i) for any B’ < /?, the coiteration has been lining up the 
measures on both sides on the ordinals yw(p+i). Since yw(b+i) is not measurable in Mj, 
by hypothesis, then the iteration map r$wp,YCtili+,, is just the identity, whilst $!p,y,CB+,) has 
just been sending some measure up to some G on yo(b+i), with G being generated by 
(yog+k 1 k < 0). But just as above, A$” + “ywp+i is singular of cofinality > ywp” 
whilst Ml! will think it regular. This contradicts that rc~wB,Yi,~+,~ is the identity map. That 
the measures are so generated follows from the Note in (4) above. This completes (ii). 
If 0 d PO, then we have that ywpO+i > “jO as this follows from the fact that ywpa+l 
is singular in MjO but regular in IV:’ and hence so eventually in A4:. To finish (i): 
if /& = 0 we have just stated that yi > KjO and the rest is trivial; if Lim(/?o) then 
yb,, is a limit of measurables in A4;op, thus Kj, = yog, would imply a mouse with a 
measurable limit of measurables, which is beyond our global assumptions. Lastly if 
/3s = /I + 1 then in MjO k “yo(p+i) is measurable”, and both models have the common 
filter Fv’ at y’ =df yo(p+l) generated by (ywb+k 1 k < w). Then both A$ k “FV’ is 
a normal measure on y’ ” and Mi, are direct limits of the form ((A4~)(Q,)~ $5, < v,) 
with F” generated by (ywg+k 1 k < o) as a result of the coiteration. It is an exercise 
to check that: 
(a) (yl+)$, = ($+)M: 
(b) EM;’ r (y’++l) = EM; 1 (y’++l) as any failure of (a) or (b) would reflect down 
to some difference between My, 1 y’ and M:f 1 y’, whilst we specifically have agreement 
by coiteration. So in this case also, by b) and the fact that we are dealing with measures 
of order zero, we must have crit(E,,J > y’ = ywbO and (i) is proven. 
For (iii) we note that: 
(7) . n& . M,f -+ Mf’ is not degenerate, i.e. has not involved infinitely many trunca- 
tions. dc4” is wellfou$ed up to y*, and ~2” b “ < * 1 Kvn is a wellfounded relation 
of rank < (Y,‘)~ < y*“. Hence this relation is truely wellfounded (irrespective of 
whether the premice in K” are truely mice or not). Hence we cannot have infinitely 
many truncations on the II side below y*. 
But now, the iteration maps satisfy x&, E d’ even though the actual iteration is 
defined outside these models; each iteration is in fact “equivalent” to one definable 
inside the model, and that ends up with an identical iteration map rc&,, the only differ- 
ence being that one side of the coiteration is “padded out” with a lot of identity maps, 
whilst the other side is taking some ultrapowers. From these remarks (iii) follows. 
Let fil be maximal so that ywg, , < Kjl if such exists, otherwise set /?I = 0. By 
induction and using similar, but simpler, reasoning (which we leave to the reader) we 
obtain: 
(8) VZ(0 < 1 < k) (i) If /?I > 0 then yobI+i > rcj, > yap,, and if /I, = 0 then 
70 > Kj, > 0. 
(ii> If 0 d P < BI Mj: I= “yu(p+l) is measurable” and if F is the normal measure 
on yo(b+i) then F is generated by (ywb+k 1 k < 0). 
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(iii) Each A$ for j < y*,i = I,11 is in ~2~. 
The following will conclude (3). 
(9) p = y* and A4; is an cl-mouse. Suppose p < y*. As J’ are both non-empty, 
there would be some /l < wa with K’ b “ 1 A4; 1 < yg” for i E {I,ZZ}. But this 
means the mouse M’ and premouse M” coiterate to (Mj,A4:) with both of the latter 
wellfounded. By soundness considerations, we must have equality between the two 
final structures. But then Mf is a mouse and core(ML) = core(Mf) and this would 
contradict the definition of coiteration. p cannot be greater than y* since M! is at 
most an cc-mouse and all measures in M$ are generated by sequences common :o both 
models. Hence My” 1 y* + 1 = My’ [ y* + 1 and EM-;* contains no filters with critical 
points larger than y*. Hence p = y*. But Mp’ must be at least an a-mouse, since if it 
were less than this the coiteration would require only p many steps for some p < y*. 
(10) J” is infinite, i.e., I$+, is degenerate, and hence &I’ is illfounded. Suppose 
otherwise and that j’ =df max J”. Then I$+,,~ : IV,?+,,~ -+ Mf is a simple iteration as 
is 7$+, p : M,!+, p + Mp’. Let I@ =df M,!+,. As A? E K[ for some n -c cm we claim 
that Mt is wellfounded: it is a simple direct limit model definable in the following 
transitive admissible model: 
g =df L,[(y, 1 n < oa),E”], where q =df On n WFP(&), 
9 /= KP, by the Truncation Lemma (cf. [l]). But then Mf is wellfounded, and 
by soundness considerations again it must equal Mj. And we get a contradiction as 
in (9). 
It is easy to see that ot(J”) = w although we do not use this fact. In the notation 
of (lo), we may define inside L,[(y, ) n < cm)] the Jf hierarchy in a Ci way from 
the sequence of final segment filters Fp = F(Y-fl+k 1k < w). Hence: 
(11) Q =df J,” b KP + V = L[$]. Let 2 = Mj. We have two pictures here: 
Case 1: Lint(a). Let 0 = 02 in the sense of Definition 1.3. Then Jf b “Fp is 
a measure on yw(b+i )” for /I < IX with FB generated by (Y&+k)k i w. Naturally the 
sequence of generating ordinals is common to both &“, but we cannot have fi E 
&‘O1”: if it were we could define the coiteration of (G,M”) inside ._&” and then d” 
would discover that its mouse ordering was illfounded. Thus Jf 4 d” (since k is 
constructible readily from it). Hence 6’ > q. But then as Jf is derived from k it 
is iterable. A fortiori J,” is iterable. But then the cr-mouse iVe corresponding to the 
admissible Q (as in the Note after Corollary 1.3) contradicts our global assumption 
that there are no such mice! Hence, in the case of a limit CI II has no winning strategy 
r in G. 
Case 2: CI = 6 + 1. Then k is of the form (JF,z,F) b “F is a normal measure 
on y*” with specifically (Y&+k I k < co) generating the topmost measure F* = F on 
y’. Let Q = @ = Jf be the Q-structure of G at y*. Then Hf = Hf = H?f’f by 
Proposition 1.8 and our coiteration. Just as in Case 1 I KY. 1 G = [ fi I y* 1 6 d”: 
suppose otherwise then over I& I y* 1 the predicate EM r y* is definable and again, we 
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could effect a comparison in d” of it4 1 y* and M”, and so discover a descending chain 
in the mouse order there. And Q itself is not in d” since 1 fi 1 y* 1 = U, < wa Hf and 
we have just reasoned this is not in & ‘. Hence 9 = On n Q > q = On n WFP(d”). 
(12) Hj? 1s closed under sharps. By (10) JN is unbounded in y*. We claim that 
for yo6 < j < y*, {vlE,M’ # 8) is unbounded in rci = crit(Et’). For suppose 
otherwise, and this set is bounded at j E J”. Then at the next truncation stage j’ > j, 
j’ E J” we should have to cut down again to enable Eyn to form a full measure. 
By normality ‘Cjf > Kj and by supposition, Kj’ 2 rtjjf(Kj). In fact the inequality here 
is strict since no two filters on the EMU above ywa share the same critical point, by 
the remark after Lemma 1.11. Hence Kj’ > Zjj’(vj) = ((Zjj, ( Kj))+)“T and then the 
latter is a cardinal in MT I vjt. But this is nonsense, as then the latter would be a 
6 + 2-mouse! 
(13) 8 = ye. By (12) and Fact 1.4 (ii) @ = l_l,,,, Q$. If 8 > q, then let N 
l* 
be the <.-least in HF = M; HYqm with N 1 yws = fi I yes A $ 2 q. But this is absurd 
since then iterating the top measure of N, Lim, Q Y/ < y* ((N,) (q,,)) = N,,. has both a 
wellfounded and an illfounded direct limit! 
Hence 
(14) IQ\ C_ I $9 ) A Q t= “ICP + V = L[p]“. The difference with the limit case is that 
On n 2 > 6’ = q. 0 is the height of k’s Q structure at y*. Now use the lack of 
cleverness: as 2 is not clever there is cp E Zi n YLpip, and there is p E [y*] < w so 
that rp and p define a set X = X,,, E F nk but X 6 F n Q. As (yw~+k)k <w generates 
F in d’ and so F n fi, we have: 
(15) There is fi < o so that X 1 {Y~B+~}~ a g. 
Define the following map G: w --f q by G(n) = the least < such that (J;“,p) k 
(P(Ywd+ni+n, PI 
(16) G is Cl(L,[(y, I _ n < wa)]), and is both total and cofinal in q. As remarked 
above, before (1 l), z + J,” is Zi in Lv[(yn 1 n < oa)], and this, with cp being Ci, 
yields the definition of G as Ci. By (15) it is total. If sup ran G = v’ < q, then J: k 
(~(y~d+~, p) for any m 3 ti. But then X =df {t < y* 1 J: b (~(5, p)} E F n J$+, and 
J? 2X. This contradicts the defining property of CJJ, that with p it defines over Q, the 
“new” set 2, in the measure F n k\Q. 
Now L,,[(m I n < coa)] & B and hence is also a model of K?‘, so G cannot be total, 
Ci and cofinal in v] - the final contradiction. Thus again, if there are no clever M-mice, 
z could not have been a winning strategy for player II. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 4.2. 0 
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